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ABSTRACT
The need for dynamic resource management has shadowed
the exponential growth of on-chip transistor capacity, and
the challenge is accentuated by the heterogeneity of resources, and the bewildering variety of constraints and requirements of applications, platforms and users. The field
has started with a few research papers in the early 1990s
but has grown today to over hundred yearly publications,
leading to an accumulated body of literature presumable far
above 1000 papers.
We focus on the dynamic (run-time) management of onchip resources and mostly ignore design-time techniques and
off-chip resources of larger electronic systems. Moreover, we
do not attempt a complete review of all published work on
the topic. Rather, this survey provides a structured review
and discussion of the state of the art and is divided along
the primary objectives of resource management techniques:
performance, power, reliability and quality of service, each
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of which has its dedicated chapter. We observe that many
works describe dedicated techniques for point problems, like
minimizing power or maximizing lifetime. In recent years
more and more methods have started to appear that address
two, three or more different goals of resource management,
but work with a holistic scope that attempts to address and
balance all relevant objectives is still rare. An exception is
the area of reliability and life-time management. There we
see that a large majority of approaches may be considered
as holistic.
Observing current limitations and recent trends we assume
that global and holistic approaches will make the most
valuable contributions to this field in the years to come and
therefore we expect that the focus of research will gradually
shift to systematic methods combining point techniques in
order to pursue and balance all relevant system goals of
highly dynamic, adaptive systems.
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Introduction

Resource management has a long history in computing, from the early
days of time-shared machines with pioneering fundamental work on
run-time systems, distributed systems, real-time operating systems and
middleware. The evolution in computing architectures – from single- to
multi- and many-core platforms – has resulted in a Cambrian explosion
in the diversity of computing architectures, applications and end-use
cases, due to:
• Chips are getting more complex, with:
– Increasing core count
– Increasing core heterogeneity
– Novel memory technologies and architectures
– Disparate interconnects and I/O
• Workloads are getting more diverse and unpredictable (e.g., mobile
to edge to data center)
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• There is a renewed move towards programmable architectures
tuned to certain domains (e.g., mobile, edge, cloud) and applications (neural networks, deep learning, security, cryptography,
etc.)
• Computing systems must increasingly satisfy multi-dimensional
constraints that straddle multiple metrics: performance,
power/energy, temperature, reliability, lifetime, Quality of Service
(QoS), etc. Furthermore, these constraints themselves may evolve
over time (e.g., high-performance at times, throttling for impending thermal emergencies, and strategies for extending lifetime in
the face of wear-out)

These trends have generated an incredibly large body of work for
on-chip resource management in the past two decades, that have focused
on many different combinations of architectures, workloads, constraints
and use-cases. Indeed, due to large variations in the assumptions, use of
different terminology, metrics, goals, and use-cases, anyone attempting
to review the literature can easily get overwhelmed by the volume,
diversity, and sometimes even seemingly contradictory approaches for
on-chip resource management. Furthermore, advances in program analyses, system modeling, run-time monitoring, model building, and machine
learning have generated new lines of research in dynamic and adaptive
on-chip resource management that further complicate a global understanding of the current state-of-the-art and emerging directions for
on-chip resource management.
A number of surveys offer systematic overviews of parts of the topics, challenges and techniques that we are concerned with. Some of
them focus on specific subsystem of a many-core chip like Networkson-Chip (NoC) (Bjerregaard and Mahadevan, 2006; Marculescu et al.,
2009; Rahmani et al., 2010; Radetzki et al., 2013) or caches (Scolari
et al., 2014), others deal systematically with particular metrics like
power, energy (Maiterth et al., 2018), or aging (Khoshavi et al., 2017).
Also, scheduling, mapping and task allocation have received a fair
amount of attention in surveys (Singh et al., 2013a, 2017; Zhuravlev
et al., 2012; Burns and Davis, 2017), with focus either on performance
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Table 1.1: A selection of surveys.

Approximate computing
NoC
NoC design
3D NoC
Fault tolerant NoC
Cache management
Power management in high
performance systems
Energy and power aware job
scheduling
Thermal management
Aging mitigation
Dark silicon
Self-aware SoCs
Energy and power aware job
scheduling
Mapping in many core
systems
Resource allocation in hardand soft- real-time systems
Scheduling
Mixed Criticality systems
Resource management in
clouds

Mittal (2016); Xu et al. (2016a)
Bjerregaard and Mahadevan (2006)
Marculescu et al. (2009)
Rahmani et al. (2010)
Radetzki et al. (2013)
Scolari et al. (2014)
Liu and Zhu (2010)
Maiterth et al. (2018)
Kong et al. (2012)
Khoshavi et al. (2017)
Shafique and Garg (2017)
Jantsch et al. (2017)
Maiterth et al. (2018)
Singh et al. (2013a)
Singh et al. (2017)
Zhuravlev et al. (2012)
Burns and Davis (2017)
Jennings and Stadler (2015)

or real-time behavior. Current trends and opportunities like approximate computing (Mittal, 2016; Xu et al., 2016a), the dark silicon phenomenon (Shafique and Garg, 2017) and comprehensive self-monitoring
on-chip (Jantsch et al., 2017) have recently inspired researchers to
review, analyze and compare relevant work. But none of them, as Table 1.1 illustrates, covers all the aspects of on-chip resource management
in a holistic way and many of them also include both design time and
run time methods. It should be noted that any resource allocation
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approach contributes to multiple metrics (e.g., energy, temperature,
QoS, etc.) and cannot be adequately discussed in isolation. Therefore, a
comprehensive review is needed to discuss the relation between different
categories of on-chip resource management techniques and the metrics
of interests in a holistic fashion.
This article attempts to cover all aspects of on-chip run-time resource
management to facilitate understanding of recent trends in dynamic
and adaptive strategies. We have organized the article into three major
sections (also visualized in Figure 1.1):
1. Chapter 2 presents a taxonomy of on-chip resources, design metrics,
objectives and constraints. This categorization helps the reader
visualize the relationship between different resource categories
(e.g., computing, storage, communication) and design metrics (e.g.,
performance, power/energy, temperature, QoS, lifetime, etc.). This
chapter also relates the role of objectives and constraints that
guide resource management policies.
2. Chapters 3 through 6 survey literature in dynamic on-chip resource
management through the lens of the primary metrics that drive
these bodies of work:
• Chapter 3 reviews efforts focused on the traditional metric of
optimizing system performance. Historically performance has
been the major driving metric for computing platforms, and
for many scenarios it continues to be an important design
metric
• Chapter 4 covers resource management techniques that address the metrics of power, energy and temperature. As the
core count increased, the move to multi- and many-core architectures rapidly hit the power wall, resulting in a large
body of work on power-aware resource management strategies
via both hardware and software techniques. Concurrently,
research on run-time energy efficiency gained traction via
mapping and scheduling approaches. Thermal management
techniques began to appear in the past decade, with the goal
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of operating chips at a safe temperature via dynamic thermal
management techniques.
• Chapter 5 surveys the large body of work on reliability,
via the facets of lifetime management, soft-error resilience,
and online fault management. Modern chips are increasingly
susceptible to failures from a diverse set of causes, leading
to premature lifetime failure (due to aging and wear-out) or
intermittent/transient failures (due to soft errors). Numerous
techniques have been developed to mitigate these failures.
Additionally, there is a large body of work covering online
fault management that dynamically detects, and proactively
applies fault management strategies to prevent failures.
• Chapter 6 addresses QoS metrics that drive several important classes of applications. While QoS can be a nebulous
“qualitative” term, we first give specific examples of QoS for
different applications, and relate it to the specific metrics
that drive the QoS. Here we survey resource management
techniques from two angles: a) performance-bound QoS techniques that achieve desired QoS by controlling resources
(e.g., compute, memory, I/O), and b) accuracy-bound QoS
for applications that can tolerate some loss of accuracy in
exchange for sacrificing resources and/or metrics via both
static and dynamic strategies.
Note, that each chapter includes several tables listing all the
approaches discussed in the various sections. The goal of these
tables is to summarize the discussion and provide the taxonomy
of the various approaches based on the specific aspects discussed
in the text. Since the discussion in each section is specific to
the aspects of the presented subtopic, each table has a custom
organization of the rows and columns.
3. Chapter 7 addresses the limitations of existing work and outlines
recent trends in enabling adaptive resource management in the
face of dynamically varying workloads, system properties, and
unforeseen environmental effects. Samples of emerging topics in
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dynamic resource management are highlighted as examples of
ongoing challenges facing researchers in this domain.

Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 can be read independently of each other
and in any order. Hence, 2, 4, 7 would be reasonable flow of reading as
would be 2, 6, 7, depending on the interest of the reader.
While we have attempted to do a comprehensive survey, it is by no
means complete, but should provide the reader with a framework within
which to navigate both existing, as well as evolving research efforts in
on-chip dynamic resource management.
Chapter 2: Terminology
Chapter 3: Performance
Compute
Memory
Network
I/O
Chapter 4: Power, energy, thermal management
Power consumption
Energy efficiency
Thermal management
Chapter 5: Reliability
Lifetime management
Soft error susceptibility management
Online fault management
Chapter 6: Quality-of-Service
Performance bound QoS
Accuracy bound QoS
Chapter 7: Limitations and trends
Figure 1.1: Article structure.
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On-chip resources

As processing capacity and complexity of Systems-on-Chip (SoC) increases, the number, and, most importantly, the types of resources
increase. State-of-the-art SoCs consist of tens or hundreds of Processing
Elements (PEs) ranging from General Purpose Processor (GPP) cores
to Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) to special purpose video encoders
and encryption engines. Data flow is facilitated by a set of connected
buses and packet switched networks that deliver the data to PEs at the
rate and time needed. A variety of storage elements such as register
files, caches and buffers smooths the flow of data through the system
and makes sure the system does not have to grind to a halt when just
one data item has not yet arrived. In addition, Input/Output (I/O)
resources connect the on-chip processing to the vast off-chip memories
and external sensors and actuators.
For understanding the scope of on-chip resource management, we
need an inventory of the concepts that are related to resource management. We identify two main concepts in Figure 2.1:
1. resources are subject to allocation choices and control decisions;
2. metrics describe non-functional characteristics of the system.
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On-chip resources

Communication
Storage

Resources
Computing

Power, Energy
Temperature
QoS
Lifetime

Metrics

Bandwidth

Figure 2.1: The upper plane represents resources, e.g. specific hardware, while
the lower plane shows metrics. The allocation and usage of each resource throws
shadows into the plane below, representing how it contributes to different metrics.
The drawing illustrates a few shadows only but each and every resource contributes
to the actual values of metrics. Whether any particular metric is positive or negative
depends on the context i.e., the considered problem.

When a resource (Section 2.1), an actual hardware block, is activated
and executes a task, its operation can be characterized by various
metrics (Section 2.2), like consumed energy, generated heat, latency,
bandwidth, or a Quality of Service (QoS) metric.
For understanding resource management techniques, we need an
inventory of concepts that are used for defining and solving resource
management problems. For a given resource management problem, a
metric may serve as objective or constraint (Section 2.3). The same
metric may be used in different roles for different problems. Resource
management techniques utilize observation to collect information of
the current state of the system and prediction to estimate its future
behavior (Section 2.4).
2.1

Resources

Resources are physical entities that can be allocated to tasks by resource
management. Control decisions of resource management also tune the
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operation of resources, which affects operation of the system and hence
the metrics.
Allocation choices of resource management are binary: a resource is
either allocated to a task at a time or not. However, a resource may have
the capacity to serve more than one task if the hardware is provided.
Each resource has a maximum capacity of tasks that it can serve at
a given time, which depends on its hardware structure. For instance,
a Central Processing Unit (CPU) with two Arithmetic Logic Units
(ALUs) could process two instructions at the same time.
Examples of resources are cores, buses, I/O pins, links, and memory
locations. A link between two routers can be allocated to only one packet
at any given time. As another example, a router in a communication
network can only process four packets simultaneously coming from its
four input ports. An on-chip network may be used by several tasks
simultaneously at an abstract level but each physical component such as
a register, a link, or a switch-box can serve only one or a limited number
of packets at any moment. The network as a whole can transmit many
packets and it can be considered as one communication resource with
a maximum capacity of C bits/sec. Fractions of C can be allocated to
individual users of the network by resource management which initiates
communication over the network but the actual route and scheduling
of the transmission is managed by the routers.
Table 2.1: Examples of resources

Category
Computation resources
Communication resources
Memory resources

Examples
CPU, GPU, DSP, FPGA
buses, networks, I/O pins, interrupt controllers
main memory, cache, register file

Resources can be divided into 3 sub-categories (Table 2.1) according
to the functionality they provide as follows.
Computation resources are PEs which perform tasks. A PE can be a
GPP, a dedicated accelerator e.g., Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) and
DSP, or reconfigurable e.g., Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA),
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that are able to serve different purposes. Different PEs support various control features which are to be decided by the resource management. PEs may support different Dynamic Power Management (DPM)
techniques, some provide hardware knobs for tuning the precision of
arithmetic computations, reconfiguration is a point of control for reconfigurable PEs. Computation resources may be managed on the core
level, but are often treated on a more abstract level as a pool of cores
for particular resource management techniques.
Communication resources are utilized by tasks to exchange information with other tasks or the environment. Communication resources
include buses, networks, I/O pins, and interrupt controllers. On-chip
networks are complex resources, which are built up from several physical
blocks implementing the functionality. Those internal resources, like
buffers and routers, must be revealed for efficient resource management. Nevertheless, Networks-on-Chips (NoCs) are also managed as
a whole without considering actual hardware blocks. Communication
resources may support various control features e.g., Dynamic Voltage
and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) for NoCs.
Memory resources are used by tasks to store and retrieve data. Memory
resources are typically organized in a hierarchical structure. some storage
resources, e.g. on-chip main memory and off-chip memories, are under
software control, while others, e.g. the cache hierarchy, operate in a
hardware-defined manner. Off-chip resources are out of the scope of
this survey. It is also noteworthy that while off-chip memory resources
are under software control, interfaces between them might involve logic
beyond that control e.g., hardware-controlled buffers and Direct Memory
Access (DMA) facilities. DPM techniques, typically power gating, may
be supported by memories.
2.2

Metrics

Non-functional characteristics of the system are represented in various
metrics: scales that provide means to evaluate particular aspects of the
operation of the system. The metrics considered in the survey are
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• performance (Chapter 3),
• power, energy, temperature (Chapter 4),
• reliability (Chapter 5),
• QoS (Chapter 6).
While the following chapters are named after metrics, the paper is
organized according to objectives rather than metrics. The following
chapters are dedicated to techniques that optimize a metric as objective
(Section 2.3) — rather than to all techniques that relate to a metric in
general. Certain techniques and topics (e.g., mapping and scheduling)
may be relevant for optimizing various metrics and hence may appear
in multiple chapters — with independent description in each chapter.
About the connection between resources and metrics, note that
metrics characterizing one resource are typically interdependent. For
example, scaling up frequency of a computation resource results in
higher power dissipation and temperate but also increases performance.
2.3

Objectives and constraints

The subjects of resource management are the resources which are directly
controlled by allocating tasks and tuning their operation. However, all
actions of resource management are based on metrics that characterize
the operation of the system.
Resource management makes its allocation choices and control decisions with respect to objectives to be accomplished. The objectives are
defined as maximizing or minimizing some metrics. By allocating and
controlling resources properly, resource management steers the system
to meet requirements and target goals on objective metrics.
Allocation and control decisions of resource management might also
have negative consequences. Particularly, over-utilizing the system, leading to excessive energy consumption and higher temperature, degrades
system health and affects desired objectives negatively. While aiming
at meeting requirements with respect to objective metrics, resource
management must also take constraints on other metrics into account.
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Proper resource management is based on heuristics aiming at containing
some metrics below or above given limits and optimizing others.
Note that metrics cannot be generally sorted into groups of objectives and constraints as their role is dependent on the considered
resource management technique. The surveyed techniques are structured
according to their objective metrics.
2.4

Observing and predicting

Resource management is to optimize and contain some problem-specific
characteristics of the system, that is metrics. Decisions need to be made
so that metrics exhibit a desirable behavior in the future. Also, decisions
can be made based on the current and possibly past states of the system.
The current state of the system is observed by sensors and future
behavior is predicted by models. Note that the terms sensing and
monitoring are used in literature with similar meaning to observation.
Sensors provide means for resource management to observe the current
state of the system as in current values of metrics. Beyond taking notice
of the current state, historical data can be collected over time.
We can identify physical sensors (e.g., power sensor, temperature
sensor, hardware performance counter) and cyber sensors (e.g., abstract QoS, instrumented software, logs). Example of physical sensors
can be the sensors used in SoCs that require several die temperature
sensors (Vogt et al., 2007) to be integrated in a chip to manage the
performance because die temperature directly affects leakage current
level and performance of clock-based digital circuits (Hwang et al.,
2010). Cyber sensors can provide a standard method for an application
to directly communicate its performance and goals. As an example,
Hoffmann et al. (2010) provide a framework that allows applications
to express their performance in terms of a desired heart rate and/or a
desired latency between specially tagged heartbeats.
Models are used to predict the future behavior of the system based
on collected state information and planned control actions. Resource
management uses models to evaluate possible control actions with
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respect to past behavior, current state, and desired future behavior of
the system.
Models may be used explicitly or implicitly in resource managers. An
explicit model is present as a component of the resource manager and
does compute its predictions whenever required. Different models may
provide different accuracy because of predicting with different levels of
details being taken into account. The more the details and accuracy,
the more the computational complexity. The trade-off between accuracy
of prediction and computational complexity is to be tuned with respect
to the problem at hand.
Predictive models help to tune performance for varying workload.
Gupta et al. (2016) predicts GPU performance online as DPM algorithm
tunes GPU frequency. Proactive techniques are enabled by predictive
models and achieve better quality of control than reactive methods.
Temperature is predicted by Coskun et al. (2009) and the proactive
thermal control that is based on the prediction realizes improved thermal profiles. Prediction may be used in relation to multiple metrics
simultaneously, for example for predictive management of temperature
and power (Singla et al., 2015).
In some cases, accurate-enough and yet relatively simple rules can
be derived from abstract – perhaps simplified or estimate – models.
Resource management may use such rules directly as part of the decision
mechanism. Instead of implementing the underlying model explicitly,
the model – as well as prediction – is implicit behind the incorporated
rules. Such rules are called heuristics.
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Performance

Execution time of a workload - application, task, thread, basic block
or instruction - represents the performance metric on a given system.
Accelerating a computational block within a workload improves latency
and throughput. Achieving higher performance with efficient resource
utilization has multi-fold impact on other system metrics such as power,
energy and temperature - making performance optimization significant.
Overall execution time of a workload can be broken down into time
spent in computation, accessing memory, acquiring shared resources of
network and Input/Output (I/O) peripherals. Run-time performance
optimization techniques target to minimize at least one or more of these
latencies, by provisioning compute, memory, network and I/O resources.
In this section, we present such run-time techniques with improving
overall performance as their primary objective, classifying them as per
the resource they optimally allocate. Figure 3.1 shows the abstract
classification of performance optimization techniques, detailed in the
following sub-sections.

20
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Performance
Compute
Application mapping
Thread scheduling
Memory
Mapping and scheduling
Hybrid memory technologies management
Network
Topology
Routing and flow control
I/O
Hybrid storage
Placement and scheduling
Figure 3.1: Classification performance through provisioning tangible resources

3.1

Compute

We focus on techniques that bring performance gains through allocation
and provisioning of computational resources. These include application
mapping - techniques to identify and allocate enough cores to the given
task, optimal application placement to minimize network and memory
latency, smart co-scheduling of concurrent applications to minimize
contention, and thread scheduling - techniques to bind thread-to-core
based on application-core match (in case of heterogeneity or asymmetry)
and adjusting parameters such as voltage, frequency, CPU utilization
time.
3.1.1

Application mapping

Given a tiled many-core architecture, placement of applications (or
tasks within an application) on each core significantly effects the overall
performance and energy consumption. Hu and Marculescu (2003) have
identified and formalized the application mapping problem as the appropriate choice of task-to-core selection in order to maximize performance,
minimize latency and energy consumption. The combinations of cores,
private caches, shared last cache levels, memory controllers and on-chip
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interconnects lead to complex shared resource contention in many-core
systems (Chen et al., 2008). Considering these aspects, the choice of
cores, memory and, importantly, their spatial alignment impacts performance significantly (de Souza Carvalho et al., 2010). While early
solutions to mapping problem focused on minimizing energy consumption Hu and Marculescu (2003), automation of topology and mapping
phases Murali et al. (2004), they are largely static in nature. As the
number of cores and concurrent applications contending for resources
keep increasing, dynamic policies for application-to-core mapping have
become more relevant (Singh et al., 2013a).
Mapping policies’ pre-requisite is core selection - to find a subset
of cores among all the on-chip cores, which can be used to schedule an
application (Bender et al., 2008). Existing mapping techniques largely
rely on monitoring a binary core status - occupied or un-occupied, to
track a list of available cores on the chip (Fattah et al., 2012; Haghbayan
et al., 2015; Fattah et al., 2013) and application characteristics to develop
heuristics for mappings (Xue et al., 2006; Shojaei et al., 2009). Once
suitable number of cores are found, mapping strategies try to optimize
for performance, minimal latency and energy consumption. Among
the available cores, the choice of binding to specific cores depends on
application’s task level parallelism in order to allocate each task/thread
to a core in an efficient manner (de Souza Carvalho et al., 2010). Some
techniques use static profiling Xue et al. (2006) while others use fully
dynamic monitoring for run-time mapping decisions. The common
aspect among majority of run-time mapping frameworks is using a
centralized control for core selection. On the other hand, Faruque et al.
(2008) have proposed a distributed agent-based mapping strategy that
emphasizes on scalability and adaptability.
Core selection is further influenced by other performance objectives such as minimizing total communication volume (Bender et al.,
2008), network congestion among tasks of an application (Carvalho
et al., 2007), interference between concurrent applications (Fattah et al.,
2012) and maintaining regular geometric structure of resources by avoiding dispersion and fragmentation (Fattah et al., 2014). Bender et al.
(2008) have proposed weighted Manhattan distance as a metric to
quantify communication penalty among tasks of an application and
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used this for an iterative task-by-task mapping. Minimizing intra-task
communication distance leads to proximity metrics and reduces internal
congestion (Carvalho et al., 2007). Further, mapping applications in
regular geometric structures, preferably squared, facilitates optimal
core selection for subsequent applications to be mapped, as suggested
by Fattah et al. (2014). This problem was first addressed through an
incremental mapping approach Chou et al. (2008), which considers
other concurrently running applications while deciding on mapping
of an incoming application. Such strategies avoid dispersion among
available set of cores and minimizes the likeliness of fewer isolated cores
which potentially could be under utilized. In a similar vein, mapping
concurrent applications contiguously can also prevent dispersion or
fragmentation of remaining available cores (Fattah et al., 2012). Since
most of the mapping policies attempt to solve an NP-hard problem,
a heuristics based core selection was proposed by Fattah et al. (2013).
This hill climbing approach splits mapping into two steps viz., first node
selection - to identify a potential favorable spatial location on the chip,
followed by task allocation - to bind tasks to cores within the selected
region.
While most of the aforementioned techniques are reactive, a proactive mapping strategy was presented by Haghbayan et al. (2015) by
keeping track of a list of available first nodes that can suit any kind
of incoming applications. It is to be noted that application mapping
policies are largely targeted at applications that are task graph and
message passing based, exhibiting higher degree of task level parallelism
and concurrency. Further, adaptive mapping policies have considered
factors such as process variation (Hong et al., 2009). A summary of
application mapping as per their core selection criteria is presented in
Table 3.1.
3.1.2

Thread scheduling

Application mapping techniques focus on identification of a subset of
cores to map, considering application level properties. Thread scheduling lowers the abstraction to identify task-level performance metrics
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Table 3.1: Application mapping techniques
Core selection criteria
Availability
Min. latency
Max. throughput

Min. energy consumption
Preserve regular structure

Techniques
Fattah et al. (2012), Chen et al. (2008),
Bender et al. (2008), Bender et al. (2008),
Haghbayan et al. (2015)
Haghbayan et al. (2015), Fattah et al. (2012), Chen et al. (2008),
Castrillon et al. (2012), Kanduri et al. (2015), Shojaei et al. (2009)
Hong et al. (2009), Singh et al. (2013b),
Singh et al. (2011), Zipf et al. (2009),
Huang and Xu (2010), Kanduri et al. (2015)
Faruque et al. (2008), Hu and Marculescu (2003),
Murali et al. (2004), Chou et al. (2008),
Shafique et al. (2014), Hu and Marculescu (2005)
Fattah et al. (2013), Fattah et al. (2014),
Fattah et al. (2012), Haghbayan et al. (2015)

and allocate resources at a per-thread granularity. This becomes relevant particularly with asymmetric, heterogeneous and non-monotonic
cores with a wide range of power-performance characteristics to choose
from (Navada et al., 2013). Scheduling techniques rely on low level metrics such as memory, compute and I/O access patterns and bandwidth
requirements, and performance characteristics of underlying hardware to
bind threads to cores for higher performance (Kumar et al., 2005). The
key idea among all scheduling techniques is that thread level properties
of an application guides the choice of suitable compute resources, which
can provide relatively higher performance.
Chen and Guo (2014) have used a history based prediction of applications’ performance on a core type to determine its suitability for mapping
on a specific type of core. Van Craeynest et al. (2012) collect performance metrics of cycles-per-instruction, instruction-level-parallelism
and memory-level-parallelism at run-time to estimate resource requirements of an application and then determine suitable thread binding
rules. A similar approach was also used by Gaspar et al. (2014) where
execution time is collected at run-time for potential thread allocation
predictions.
Apart from thread binding based on application’s affinity, a class of
techniques identify bottleneck regions within an application to suitably
allocate resources for acceleration. Kumar et al. (2005) identify serial
regions of an application to allocate high performance larger cores for
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such blocks while smaller cores are allocated for data and task parallel
blocks. Identifying critical sections of code resulting in frequent stalls
with synchronization issues, isolating and accelerating such regions
leveraging asymmetric cores is proposed by Suleman et al. (2009).
A similar approach, used by Joao et al. (2012), targets bottlenecks as the
critical sections within in a thread which also effect other concurrent
threads. Further, applications can exhibit a variation in workload with
interleaved phases of compute and memory intensity, and critical and
non-criticality. Adapting thread allocation to such phase change behavior
by dynamically altering core choice appropriately was presented by
Annamalai et al. (2013).
In addition to application’s properties and thread level performance
metrics, some techniques use a compound utility metric that combines
application properties, threads’ performance metrics, hardware suitability and resource efficiency. Saez et al. (2010) proposed comprehensive
thread allocation approach by combining core and un-core compute
capacity required and the degree of parallelism to decide on optimal
thread placement. Koufaty et al. (2010) use profiling to determine a
threads’ bias to a type of core based on performance and the extent of
resource utilization. Joao et al. (2013) used similar resource utilization
measures to determine thread allocation decisions.
While most of the above techniques rely on provisioning, Torng
et al. (2016) proposed work stealing to accelerate long latency threads
and simultaneously utilize available resources efficiently. Scheduling
techniques as per identification thread-to-core affinity are summarized
in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Thread scheduling techniques

Core selection strategy
Static
Adaptive

Techniques
Koufaty et al. (2010), Suleman et al. (2009),
Navada et al. (2013), Kumar et al. (2005)
Torng et al. (2016), Joao et al. (2013),
Saez et al. (2010), Joao et al. (2012),
Gaspar et al. (2014), Annamalai et al. (2013)
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Memory

With increase in frequency and number of cores in emerging systems,
rate and latency of access to data became a deciding factor of system
performance. This data can be accessed from any point in the memory
hierarchy i.e., registers, cache, main memory or disk. There have been
many advances regarding the memory hierarchy in the recent years. We
can categorize these improvements in two main classes. First, the management algorithms to take advantage of the existing memory structures.
Second, the advancements in technology used in memory components.
Some of these efforts increase the performance and response time of
these components. Srinivasan and Lebeck (1998) discuss the effect of
memory latency on performance of dynamically scheduled processors.
On the other hand, some methods like those proposed by Ha et al.
(2017) and Ahn et al. (2014) benefit from emerging technologies to make
memory devices more energy efficient delivering higher performance. In
this context, we focus on the techniques engineered to improve overall
performance of the system leveraging the inherent characteristics of the
memory hierarchy.
Assessing the performance of multi-program workloads running on a
multi-threaded hardware is difficult because it involves balance between
single program performance and overall system performance. This issue
is common in current multi-core systems. Eyerman and Eeckhout (2008)
argue for developing multi-program performance metrics in a top-down
fashion starting from system-level objectives. This way the impact of
memory accesses on overall performance of the system is considered.
The authors proposed two performance metrics: Average Normalized
Turnaround Time (ANTT) is a user-oriented performance metric and
System Through-Put (STP) is a system oriented performance metric.
STP corresponds to the weighted speedup metric and ANTT corresponds to the reciprocal of the mean metric. These two proposed metrics
can replace Instruction Per Second (IPS) to better represent overall
system performance. In addition, extracting performance metrics of
the systems in a way that doesn’t effect the execution of the programs
might not be trivial. In order to avoid this issue, Nazari et al. (2017) and
Sehatbakhsh et al. (2016) proposed new methods for profiling program
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execution without instrumenting or otherwise affecting the profiled
system.
Table 3.3: Memory management techniques

Memory management
Mapping
Scheduling
Technology

3.2.1

Techniques
Kim et al. (2010), Ghose et al. (2013),
Agarwal et al. (2015)
Muralidhara et al. (2011), Kim (2010),
Subramanian et al. (2016)
Meena et al. (2014), Li et al. (2017),
Ebrahimi et al. (2010)

Mapping and scheduling

The memory scheduling algorithm should resolve memory contention
by arbitrating memory access in such a way that competing threads
progress at a relatively fast and even pace, resulting in high system
throughput, fairness and desired performance.
Kim et al. (2010) proposed to divide threads into two separate
clusters and employ various memory request scheduling policies in each
cluster. The proposed thread cluster memory scheduling dynamically
classifies threads with similar memory access pattern into either the
latency-sensitive (memory-non-intensive) or the bandwidth-sensitive
(memory-intensive) cluster. This work prioritized the latency-sensitive
cluster over the bandwidth-sensitive cluster to improve system throughput. In addition, niceness is introduced and used as a metric that
captures a thread’s propensity to interfere with other threads. Ghose
et al. (2013) argued that performing processor analysis of load instructions, and providing this analyzed information to memory schedulers,
can increase the sophistication of memory decisions while maintaining
a light-weight memory controller that can have a rapid response to
scheduling actions. This is important as memory operating frequencies
are rising and diversity of workloads running on heterogeneous computing systems is increasing. The HAMEX framework, proposed by
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Moazzemi et al. (2016), can be used for design space exploration of
memory access patterns in such systems.
Agarwal et al. (2015) proposed an approach to maximize cost and energy efficiency in heterogeneous systems integrating Central Processing
Unit (CPU) and Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) which will increasingly use globally-addressable heterogeneous memory systems, making
choices about memory page placement critical to performance. The
proposed bandwidth-aware (BW-AWARE) placement, maximizes CPU
throughput by balancing page placement across the memories based on
the aggregate memory bandwidth available in the overall system.
Muralidhara et al. (2011) presented an alternative approach to reducing inter-application interference in the memory system: applicationaware memory channel partitioning. The idea is to map the data of
applications that are likely to severely interfere with each other to
different memory channels. The data of light (memory non-intensive)
and heavy (memory-intensive) applications are mapped to separate
sections. A second improvement is to allocate the data of applications
with low and high row-buffer locality. In addition, interference can be
further reduced with a combination of memory channel partitioning
and scheduling, which in this work is called integrated memory partitioning and scheduling where light applications are prioritized since
these applications cause negligible interference with other applications
and do not reduce the performance of competing applications unduly.
Kim (2010) proposes adaptive per-Thread Least Attainment Service
memory scheduling, a novel memory scheduling technique that improves
system throughput without the need for high level coordination between
memory controllers. The key idea is to periodically order threads based
on the service they have attained from the memory controllers so far,
and prioritize in each period previously discriminated threads. The idea
of favoring threads with least-attained-service is borrowed from the
queuing theory literature.
Similarly, Subramanian et al. (2016) proposed a Blacklisting Memory
Scheduler (BLISS), which achieves high system performance and fairness
with low hardware cost and complexity. BLISS design is based on two
observations. First, to mitigate memory interference, it is sufficient to
separate applications into only two groups, one containing applications
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that are vulnerable to interference and another containing applications
that cause interference, instead of ranking individual applications with
a total order. The vulnerable-to-interference group is prioritized over
the interference-causing group. Second, this grouping can be efficiently
performed by simply counting the number of consecutive requests served
from each application. This low overhead ranking can reduce the overall
interference in memory requests leading to higher performance in the
system.
3.2.2

Hybrid memory technologies

There have been many break-throughs in memory technologies. Emerging nonvolatile memory technologies such as Magnetic Random-Access
Memory (MRAM), Spin-Transfer Torque Random-Access Memory (STTRAM), Ferroelectric Random-Access Memory (FeRAM), Phase-Change
Memory (PCM), and Resistive Random-Access Memory (RRAM) can
combine the speed of Static Random-Access Memory (SRAM), the
density of Dynamic Random-Access Memory (DRAM), and the nonvolatility of Flash memory (Meena et al., 2014). This opens up the
opportunity to combine memory technologies in a system to gain benefit
of a hybrid memory system. Although these technologies have disruptive
potential, all of them have still to overcome some weaknesses in reliability, cost or manufacturability before their broad industrial deployment.
But despite the ambiguity of the state of these technologies, researchers
have explored their usage in system architectures and their impact on
memory management policies.
For various hybrid memories Li et al. (2017) proposed a utility-based
hybrid management scheme, which estimates the utility of migrating
a page between different memory types, and uses the gathered information to enhance data placement. Ebrahimi et al. (2010) proposed an
approach that provides fairness in the entire shared memory system,
called Fairness via Source Throttling (FST). It estimates the unfairness
in the entire shared memory system and if it is above a certain threshold
set by system software or operating system, FST throttles cores causing
unfairness by limiting the number of resource requests they can issue
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and the frequency at which they do. Thus the resources are allocated
more fairly.
3.3

Network

Networks-on-Chip (NoC) enable scalable design of on-chip interconnects
for multi-core and many-core systems, to integrate cores and un-core
components such as memory controller and cache blocks (Hemani et al.,
2000; Dally and Towles, 2001). As the number of cores and on-chip
components scale up, NoC efficiency became another crucial factor
in determining overall system performance (Benini and De Micheli,
2002). A typical NoC infrastructure uses topologically arranged nodes
such that each node has routers that are connected to cores and other
routers. Communication among routers is enabled by switching mechanisms that forward packets - a unit of data - from a source to the
specified destination router through communication channels. Several
packets originating from different sources and traversing towards different destinations contend for shared network resources, which are to
be resolved at every node. In view of these factors, network latency
and thus performance are affected by (i) topology, (ii) routing and flow
control.
3.3.1

Topology

Topology features the arrangement of nodes within a network representing the order of connection and the number of hops that packets
traverse from source to destination (Fattah et al., 2012). Low diameter
and high radix (number of communication ports of a router) topologies
provide lower average hop count and thus higher performance (Balfour
and Dally, 2014). Traditional topologies such as mesh and torus ease
design complexity and are energy efficient, hence widely used in commercial processors (Wentzlaff et al., 2007; Howard et al., 2010). Advanced
topologies include express cubes (Grot et al., 2009a), dragon-fly (Kim
et al., 2008), slim-fly (Besta and Hoefler, 2014), flattened butterfly (Kim
et al., 2007) and clos (Kao et al., 2011) that target high radix routers
and/or low diameter networks. Optimized topologies are largely design
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time approaches, while each such topologies feature smart routing and
flow control mechanisms that are run-time adaptations. Most of the
existing topologies follow the convention of finding the shortest possible
path between a source and destination routers (Deo and Pang, 1984).
Even advanced topologies use X-Y routing to retain simplicity and
minimal deadlock free path finding (Grot et al., 2009a; Besta et al.,
2018). However they are also adaptable for other routing algorithms,
given the (high) radix of router architecture. Such run-time adaptations
to improve NoC performance at run-time are discussed in the following
sub-sections.
Table 3.4: Routing and flow control techniques

Level of adaptivity
Oblivious

Local-awareness

Global-awareness

3.3.2

Techniques
Feng and Shin (1997), Glass and Ni (1992),
Seo et al. (2005), Deo and Pang (1984),
Dally and Aoki (1993)
Nilsson et al. (2003), Millberg et al. (2004),
Dai et al. (2017), Balfour and Dally (2014),
Rantala et al. (2008), Xu et al. (2016b),
Chang et al. (2014), Al Faruque et al. (2012),
Samman et al. (2013), Kim et al. (2007)
Ma et al. (2011), Ascia et al. (2008),
Zong et al. (2015), Ma et al. (2014),
Mak et al. (2011), Dai et al. (2017),
Besta and Hoefler (2014), Grot et al. (2009a),
Tedesco et al. (2010), Catania et al. (2006),
Carara and Moraes (2010)

Routing and flow control

Communication among different cores in an on-chip parallel processor is
enabled through routing information in the form of packets Valiant and
Brebner (1981). Routing algorithms provide the protocol for transporting packets across the network, considering underlying topology and
router architecture (Singh et al., 2003). Routing strategies determine
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end-to-end packet latency, which includes network congestion, sharedpath contention and arbitration, effecting the performance (Wu et al.,
2016). Routing strategies widely follow a two-step approach i.e., (i) path
selection - to determine the next destination and (ii) flow control - to
schedule the packets (Samman et al., 2013). Deterministic routing algorithms follow a fixed path decided at the source node itself, oblivious to
traffic pattern and congestion, for the sake of simplicity (Li et al., 2006).
Adaptive strategies on the other hand try to optimize performance,
deciding the next immediate hop at every node, by monitoring network
characteristics at run-time (Nilsson et al., 2003; Millberg et al., 2004;
Al Faruque et al., 2012). Some adaptive routing techniques are based
on heuristics and are congestion unaware for simplicity, while others
rest on leveraging traffic patterns, application characteristics, congestion information and shared resource contention to decide on optimal
route (Gratz et al., 2008; Feng et al., 2012). We present congestion
oblivious, local aware and global aware adaptive strategies below, also
summarized in Table 3.4.
Oblivious adaptivity
Monitoring different traffic and congestion patterns across the network
and making an optimal choice of routing often turns into an NP-hard
problem (Feng and Shin, 1997). Since adapting to such dynamic scenarios requires extensive router architecture design and includes routing
complexity overhead (Feng and Shin, 1997), a class of algorithms use
generalized adaptation (i) to avoid complexity and overhead, and (ii) to
preserve general applicability and simplicity and (iii) provide worstcase throughput guarantees. Feng and Shin (1997) extensively tested
different traffic patterns and routing strategies and concluded that no
single routing strategy fits all traffic patterns and thus preferred to use
a random free port direction towards the destination at every node. In a
similar vein, Badr and Podar (1989) advocated to follow a zigzag path
at every node, while Glass and Ni (1992) prefer to avoid turning as much
as possible. Extending on the idea of minimizing number of turns, Sun
et al. (2013) have proposed U2TURN routing, which identifies possible
paths between a source and destination with a maximum of 2 turns
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and distributes the traffic accordingly. Other oblivious yet adaptive
routing algorithms include (Seo et al., 2005; Deo and Pang, 1984; Dally
and Aoki, 1993). These routing strategies try to optimize a possible
common case of traffic patterns with minimal router complexity, and
are adaptive only to a fixed degree without congestion awareness.
Local-aware adaptivity
Early work in the NoC space has proposed deflection routing to avoid
congested routers and spread the load more equally in the network
based on local load signals (Nilsson et al., 2003; Millberg et al., 2004).
Hu and Marculescu (2004) have proposed a smart router that switches
between deterministic and adaptive routing, subject to on-chip traffic
patterns. Other adaptive routing strategies used queue length based local congestion information such as buffer occupancy and/or bandwidth
available, which reflects in channel, switch and port level congestion
of a given node (Dai et al., 2017). This can in turn be used to avoid
the most congested paths, or select the least congested path for high
priority packets. Li et al. (2006) proposed dynamic X-Y routing (dyXY)
by monitoring local congestion within the proximity of a node and
re-direct packets to the least congested path. A similar approach is
used by Rantala et al. (2008) to identify productive links - the least
congested next nodes - and adapt traditional X-Y routing. Lysne et al.
(2006) have proposed layered routing by virtually grouping channels
into network layers. Each of the layers would be assigned a limited
set of source and destination nodes adaptively to find shortest paths
and for load balancing when needed. Balfour and Dally (2014) distinguished between packets as long and short and schedule the flows
preemptively by reserving virtual channels ahead. In this case, they use
adaptive X-Y routing to support the speculative flow control. Xu et al.
(2016b) suggested to use also quantitative congestion information to
represent the overall effect of congestion on performance with different
paths, in order to choose the least congested route. Chang et al. (2014)
predicted the least congested paths by monitoring the rate of change in
buffer occupancy, considering both switch and channel level congestion.
Al Faruque et al. (2012) used bandwidth available among all channels of
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a node to choose the path with highest bandwidth and then dynamically
re-assign buffers to the chosen route. Samman et al. (2013) followed a
similar approach, considering bandwidth, congestion and congestion by
monitoring buffer availability. Kim et al. (2007) used by-pass channels
to shorten the hop distance to distant routers, yet retaining the principle
of minimal path finding for the rest of the other routers. In contrast to
choosing a suitable output channel, Wu et al. (2006) chose appropriate
input packets to route through specific congested paths by monitoring
upstream switch’s contention.
All the above techniques rely on local information by monitoring
the current node and the immediate neighboring nodes’ congestion
information alone, without global traffic pattern awareness.
Global-aware adaptivity
Using both local and global traffic patterns and congestion information
allows for more efficient routing decisions to avoid potential congested
paths and inter-application interference and provides workload consolidation (Ma et al., 2011). Ascia et al. (2008) identified neighbors-on-path
for each possible direction to the destination node and chose the route
with least possibility of congestion through to the destination node,
having a regional congestion awareness. Zong et al. (2015) improved
the same approach by considering congestion information traced over
equal time intervals for fair estimates. Ma et al. (2011) and Ma et al.
(2014) used both local and global congestion information to estimate
total packet latency for possible paths and then chose the route with
least delay. Both these approaches also provide workload isolation and
avoid inter-application congestion. Similar to these region aware techniques, Chang et al. (2015b) divided the network into congested and
un-congested clusters, and re-directed traffic towards un-congested clusters by monitoring channel history and current buffer vacancy. Mak et al.
(2011) integrated a virtual dynamic programming network along with
the original network, which holds the information on shortest possible
paths from every node and thus to choose the route with minimum
delay.
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Adaptive routing combining path diversity and buffer vacancy is
used by Chen et al. (2017) and Dai et al. (2017), also addressing fault
tolerance. Feng et al. (2010) proposed a reinforcement learning strategy
to monitor the network load situation for low latency routing decisions
and to avoid faulty components. Besta and Hoefler (2014) presented
globally adaptive routing relying on local information for minimalist
path finding. They used different sets of virtual channels based on
distance between source and destination routers. Besta et al. (2018)
supported the possibilities of using both the above routing and flow
control mechanisms, deciding between the optimal choice for a given
instance. A similar look-ahead routing for mesh and torus topologies
was used by Grot et al. (2009a), however restricting to only 1 virtual
channel per port.
Along with the network information, leveraging application characteristics to make specific routing decisions based on communication
patterns among any given nodes at IP level has been used by Tedesco
et al. (2010); Catania et al. (2006); Carara and Moraes (2010). Most of
the existing topologies follow the convention of finding the shortest possible path between a source and destination routers (Deo and Pang, 1984).
Even advanced topologies use X-Y routing to retain simplicity and minimal deadlock free path finding (Grot et al., 2009a; Besta et al., 2018).
However they are also adaptable for other routing algorithms, given the
(high) radix of router architecture. While the aforementioned techniques
try to adapt general routing techniques to specific architectures, Scott
et al. (2006) proposed a two-step combination of non-deterministic up
routing and deterministic down routing, based on the Clos architecture.
Grot et al. (2011) followed a similar approach by designing specialized
express channels for high priority packets, and used a re-route phase, if
needed, for such packets. Bakhoda et al. (2010) proposed routers with
limited connectivity, half routers to opportunistically cater for critical
packets while reducing access to non-critical packets using half routers.
In addition to the techniques that dynamically adapt routing and
flow control, source throttling i.e., controlling the rate of packet injection
into the network at the source node itself has been proposed as another
effective strategy. van den Brand et al. (2007) have presented congestioncontrolled best effort (CCBE) architecture, to selectively control the
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traffic load onto a router, subject to congestion monitored at run-time.
Ogras and Marculescu (2008) have modeled traffic sources and routers to
predict the amount of congestion potentially possible at each source node,
and then control the packet injection rate at those sources accordingly
in a pro-active manner. Chang et al. (2012) have further classified
workloads into network and compute intensive and (network) bandwidth
and latency sensitive to make adaptive source throttling decisions, to
retain fairness and avoid any potential performance degradation.
3.4

Input/Output

With the advances in performance in multi/many-core systems, access
to data becomes a prominent factor. With the surge in scientific kernels,
deep neural networks and big data workloads that require massive
amount of data, more applications are putting greater demands on endto-end I/O performance (Pumma et al., 2017). In order to match speed
of I/O with computational units many efforts both in hardware (i.e.,
Solid State Disk (SSD), hybrid storage) and software (i.e., placement,
load balancing) have been proposed. Table 3.5 shows a classification of
the techniques studied in the following sections.
Table 3.5: I/O management techniques

I/O management
Hybrid storage
Placement
Scheduling

3.4.1

Techniques
Gupta et al. (2009), Tai et al. (2017),
Yang et al. (2016), Chen et al. (2011),
Pritchett and Thottethodi (2010)
Neuwirth et al. (2016), Neuwirth et al. (2017),
Wang et al. (2014), Elyasi et al. (2017)
Ausavarungnirun et al. (2012),
Chang et al. (2015a), Tavakkol et al. (2018)

Hybrid storage

In many emerging heterogeneous systems, Nand-based flash memory is
used as an intermediate level before disk to improve I/O performance
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and reduce power. In many cases traditional cache algorithms such as
LRU are used to manage these systems. Gupta et al. (2009) proposed a
Demand based Flash Translation Layer (DFTL) which caches page-level
address mappings in the flash. This would lead to reduced garbage
collection overhead and improved performance. Tai et al. (2017) proposed a virtual flash resource manager which uses use bins with large
spatial size for units of migration in order to update the data between
flash and disk in a more relaxed fashion. This leads to a significant
saving in memory space and reduction in I/O traffic. A similar global
SSD resource management scheme is proposed by Yang et al. (2016).
It splits the SSD into long-term and short-term zones and categorizes
the content of the SSD as a second cache for disk into these zones.
Pritchett and Thottethodi (2010) proposed SieveStore which uses of
solid-state memory to filter access to storage ensembles. The filtering is
used on highly-skewed popularity distribution of disk blocks and popular block-sets. This enables disk-caching to reduce I/O in an efficient
manner. Similarly, Chen et al. (2011) proposed a hybrid storage scheme
by monitoring I/O access patterns at run-time to identify blocks with
long latency or semantically critical. These blocks will be stored in
SSD for later access. In addition, this speeds up the I/O functioning as
write-back buffer.
3.4.2

Load balancing and placement

Dynamic load balancing can be used in order to mitigate resource contention and improve the overall system performance. Neuwirth et al.
(2016) tackled the imbalanced use of I/O resources to improve the
performance using a topology-aware approach called Balanced Placement I/O (BPIO) to mitigate resource contention benefiting from a
middle-ware. The same authors further improved their work proposing
the TAPP-IO framework with a new placement strategy to support
file-per-process I/O and single shared file I/O as well as intercepting file
creation calls during run-time to balance overall workload on available
storage Neuwirth et al. (2017). Wang et al. (2014) proposed a topologyaware strategy to enhance the performance of I/O on a per-application
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basis using load balancing across the resources. Elyasi et al. (2017) leveraged the slack between sub-requests in order to improve response times
of SSDs. Specifically, the paper presents the design and implementation
of a slack-enabled re-ordering scheduler for sub-requests issued to each
flash chip.
3.4.3

Scheduling

Interference in SSD-based shared storage systems has been a major issue.
Chang et al. (2015a) addressed two types of interference, namely, queuing
delay (QD) interference and garbage collection (GC) interference. They
used a credit-based I/O scheduler designed to address QD interference
and the flash translation layer designed to address GC interference.
Staged memory scheduler was proposed by Ausavarungnirun et al.
(2012) as a three-stage memory controller for heterogeneous systems
with integrated CPUs and GPUs. This work groups requests to I/O
based on row-buffer locality and focuses on inter-application request
scheduling. Tavakkol et al. (2018) proposed a flash level interferenceaware scheduler as an I/O request scheduling mechanism. Its goal
is to provide fairness among requests using a three stage scheduling
algorithm mitigating issues causing interference such as differences in
request access patterns, the ratio of reads to writes, garbage collection.

3.5

Summary

We presented run-time techniques that improve system performance
by allocating and provisioning compute, memory, network and I/O
resources. Most of these techniques rely on monitoring application, task
and thread level properties and leverage them at run-time to provide
higher or sufficient amount of resources for higher performance. While
some techniques require application level expression and translation,
others entirely rely on run-time information. Combining monitoring
techniques across different resources for co-optimization can provide
flexible and modular control on performance enhancement.
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Power, energy, and thermal management

Computer systems design is confronted with the need for high performance under limited power consumption. Diversity in type and
increasing complexity of applications demand for higher computation
power. To deliver this higher performance, designers have to consider
the reasonable autonomy in battery-powered systems, operation cost
of servers as well as reduction in the environmental impacts of power
consumption. With the advances in multi/many-core system energy
efficiency and controllable temperature became a vital metric in design
of the emerging computer systems. Efficient resource utilization with
consideration of power usage, energy efficiency and temperature can
open the way for further optimization and achieving higher performance.
Figure 4.1 represents a classification on resource management methods
used to handle power consumption, energy efficiency and temperature
control. Power management methods minimize or cap the momentary
power consumption at any given time instant. Energy Efficiency focused
approaches reduce the accumulated energy during the system live time.
Thermal management methods resolve thermal issues and contain the
system in a safe temperature while avoiding hot spots. In the rest of
this section we survey some of the efforts in this area.

39
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Power management
Power consumption
Hardware techniques
Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS)
Power gating
Software techniques
Task scheduling
Task mapping
Multi-thread optimization
Energy efficiency
Mapping
Scheduling
Thermal management
Thermal hot spots
Spatial variations
Temporal variations
Figure 4.1: Techniques for power, energy and thermal management

4.1

Dynamic management objectives

In this section, we focus on three important in many ways correlated
objectives in dynamic management of a computing system:
• Power
• Energy
• Thermal
While examining these three metrics used as objective of management techniques, we should bear in mind the cinch correlation between
them. Power is consumed in every part of the circuit either as static
power or dynamic power consumed during the active cycles of all resources such described in Section 2.1. This power consumption over
time will lead to energy consumed or in other terms, power is energy
per unit of time. The power consumed in each resource can generate
heat which can increase the temperature in the whole or part of the
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computing system. So why not only focus on reducing power which
might lead to lower energy consumption and temperature? we should
realize that power consumption is not the only deciding factor in energy
consumption or inducing thermal emergencies. As we will see in the
rest of this section, other factors such as operating voltage or frequency,
performance, hotspots can also play a role in the dynamics of the system.
Thus, there is a need for techniques centered toward optimizing each of
these metrics (power, energy and thermal).
Prior to exploring techniques used in Dynamic Power Management
(DPM) (Section 4.2), run-time energy efficient management (Section 4.3)
and Dynamic Thermal Management (DTM) (Section 4.4), we take a
look at measurement methods used in these techniques. This can show
progress of sensors embedded in emerging devices and progress of models
used in estimating power or temperature of a system. Subsequently,
resources that can be managed using through run-time management
techniques are identified and some of the techniques used to manage
each resource is discussed. This can give us a better understanding of
the scope of actuations in each resource that can later on be used in
management of the whole system.
4.1.1

Managed components

As we have seen in the previous chapter on performance management
techniques, the approaches proposed in the literature are fairly different
for the computation, communication and memory subsystems. Hence,
we start by reviewing efforts towards run-time power management of
different computer system components. Management techniques in each
individual component can later on be used to control the holistic system.
Next, we survey the literature regarding the methods for dynamically
managing systems for energy efficiency and reduced power consumption.
Computation: There is an extensive literature on how to improve
the energy efficiency of computation. Power reduction can happen by
means of transistor and gate design, efficient design of the Instruction Set
Architecture (ISA) or control of voltage and frequency levels. Benini et al.
(1999) primarily started devising policies to optimize power consumption
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of computing devices. Lorch and Smith (2004) proposed a voltage scaling
method for estimating the task work distribution and power estimation
based on workloads dynamic behavior. You and Chung (2014) proposed
a power management scheme to transition to standby and power-off
states to reduce power consumption in embedded processors. Networkson-Chip (NoC) platforms can be portioned to islands in order to avoid
hot-spots and deliver smoother power management. This has been
further discussed by David et al. (2011) using an Intel NoC chip. Runtime software power management methods have been utilized to benefit
from run-time information during software execution. Teodorescu and
Torrellas (2008) proposed an application scheduling technique for power
management for chip multi-processors. Methods proposed by Lorch and
Smith (2004) estimate the task work distribution and approximate the
optimal continuous schedule by modifying the voltage scaling algorithm
to minimize energy use without affecting perceived performance.
Communication: While many early works focused on designing low
power and energy efficient computing units, over the years with the
emergence of multi-core Systems-on-Chips (SoCs) and advances in onchip interconnection architectures the share of power consumption in
the communication increased. This motivated many system designers to
develop energy efficient interconnects, e.g. Shang et al. (2003); Soteriou
and Peh (2007). The work presented by Chou et al. (2008) addresses
the energy-aware incremental mapping problem for NoCs with multiple
voltage levels and proposes an efficient approach using the near convex
region selection technique. Passos et al. (2006) took a look at the
systematic design of communication intense devices while Chen et al.
(2013) focuses on design of NoCs have to deliver low latency, high
bandwidth, at low power. Authors in Chen and Joshi (2013) present a
silicon-photonic multi-bus NoCs architecture between private L1 caches
and distributed L2 cache banks which uses weighted time-division
multiplexing. In order to provide an energy/performance aware mapping
in NoCs architecture, Hu and Marculescu (2003) proposed a branch-andbound algorithm which maps the IPs onto a generic regular NoC while
guaranteeing to satisfy the specified constraints through bandwidth
reservation. In addition, many efforts have been undertaken on NoC
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DPM (Banerjee et al., 2009). A recent review of these works is provided
by Guang et al. (2009).
Memory: There have been many advances in memory technology in
the recent years. Some of these efforts increase the performance and
response rate of these components. On the other hand, some methods
like those proposed by Ha et al. (2017) and Ahn et al. (2014) benefit from
emerging technologies to make memory devices more energy efficient.
A range of studies such as (Nakai et al., 2005; Gurumurthi et al.,
2003) aimed at the power consumption of memory devices by reducing
the components voltage, speed or frequency based on the application
demand at run-time.
4.2

Dynamic power management techniques

DPM has been proposed decades ago. Designers used DPM in the 90s
(Chung et al., 1999) with the available run-time configurations such
as scaling the supply voltage to lower the power consumption (Nielsen
et al., 1994). Most opportunities to reduce power consumption comes
from non-optimal configurations in hardware and software components.
Before diving into the analysis of efforts done in this domain, it is
important to make a distinction between power-aware and low-power
systems. The focus of low-power systems design is to minimize power.
On the other hand, for a power-aware system meeting power and
energy goals is a significant design consideration and in which the
system modifies its behavior based on current power/energy availability.
Some power-aware design goals may even increase power or energy
consumption. Consider the case of a design for decreasing peak power
in a processor: one method to attain this goal would be to use schemes
that would intentionally delay the issue of some instructions to smooth
the instruction issue distribution and, thus, decrease the peak consumed
power. However, delaying some instructions could lead to the application
being finished later than it otherwise would, therefore increasing the
energy consumption. Thus, this scheme would be a power-aware, but
not a low-power, design (Unsal and Koren, 2003). In the following we
mainly focus on DPM for power-aware systems summarized in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: DPM techniques

Power management

Hardware

Software

4.2.1

Techniques
Kirovski and Potkonjak (1997),
Ishihara and Yasuura (1998), Chen and Marculescu (2015a),
Lee and Sakurai (2000), Krishna and Lee (2000),
Luo and Jha (2001), Liu et al. (2001),
Cheng et al. (1997), Qiu and Pedram (1999),
Isci et al. (2006a), Azevedo et al. (2002),
Pillai and Shin (2001), Shahosseini et al. (2017),
Bogdan et al. (2013), Rahmani et al. (2015),
Ogras et al. (2009), Ogras et al. (2008),
Lackey et al. (2002), Kim et al. (2017),
Cochran et al. (2011), Herbert and Marculescu (2007),
Das et al. (2015)
Li and Wolf (1997), Shin and Choi (1999),
Huang et al. (2009), Kulkarni et al. (1998),
Winter et al. (2010)

Hardware methods

One of the main techniques used in DPM is to use the inherent properties
of hardware components to reduce power consumption. This can be
achieved by reducing the voltage, frequency or even shutting down the
processing units.
DVFS and power gating
DVFS is a common method in DPM. The computing unit (or communication media) must be augmented with hardware blocks that allow
for changing the supply voltage dynamically. This is common in recent processors. Although, Kirovski and Potkonjak (1997) proved that
task allocation and scheduling optimization problems using DVFS are
NP-complete, heuristics to tune voltage and frequency are widespread
because they save substantial power. However, reducing the frequency
causes a slowdown in the execution of programs with potentially detrimental effects. Thus, DVFS heuristics usually trade off power savings
against delay. One of the earliest works on DVFS has been presented
by Yao et al. (1995). Their method to manage frequency and voltage is
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called the Average Rate heuristic which sets the speed of the processor
to the sum of average rate requirements of tasks in the frame. Theorems
proposed for power-delay optimization in Ishihara and Yasuura (1998)
utilize an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem to minimize energy consumption under an execution time constraint. Lee and Sakurai
(2000) partition each task into time slots which enables DPM to change
voltage at specific intervals. A hybrid method is used by Krishna and
Lee (2000) using two algorithms consisting of an online phase, in which
voltage settings are selected to reduce energy consumption assuming
that tasks complete in their Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET). Considering that many tasks finish well before their WCET, this method
uses an online phase which adjusts the voltage settings on-the-fly to
reclaim any resources released by such tasks. A mechanism proposed by
Luo and Jha (2001) performs variable-voltage scheduling via efficient
slack time re-allocation, which helps reducing the average discharge
power consumption as well as smooths the discharge power profile.
Liu et al. (2001) focused on power-aware scheduling in mission critical
embedded systems. Their approach is incremental by solving one type
of constraint at a time. First, a time-valid schedule is constructed from
a constraint graph of the task. Next, this schedule is validated against
the maximum power constraint to remove power spikes, and finally
it is compared against the minimum power constraint and tasks are
reordered to reduce power gaps and power utilization. Cheng et al. (1997)
employed a fine-grained offline scheduling approach that saves power by
combining multiple instructions into one complex instruction with lower
power consumption, or by using low-power versions of instructions while
considering task deadlines. Qiu and Pedram (1999) proposed a DPM
method using Markov decision processes. The problem of DPM in such a
system is formulated as a policy optimization problem and solved using
an efficient “policy iteration” algorithm. Idea of managing power of
voltage islands in SoC has been well studied Lackey et al. (2002). In this
domain, Herbert and Marculescu (2007) shows the trade-offs involved
in the choice of both DVFS control scheme and method by which the
processor is partitioned into voltage/frequency islands and presents
potential in using DVFS for dynamic power management in CMPs.
Cochran et al. (2011) proposes a control technique to make DVFS and
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thread packing control decisions in order to maximize performance
within a power budget using a multinominal logistic regression classifier.
Das et al. (2015) proposes an approach for DVFS in smartphones,
which uses reinforcement learning to explore the trade-off between
power saving opportunities using DVFS and dynamic core selection
and application’s performance at run-time. Architecture-independent
imitation learning methodology is proposed in Kim et al. (2017) for
DVFI control in many-core systems by using controllers that leverage
the structural relationships between VFIs.
Isci et al. (2006a) monitored the run-time application in order
to optimize power consumption by setting per core DVFS using a
global system manager. Azevedo et al. (2002) employed an intra-task
dynamic voltage scaling technique under compiler control using program
checkpoints. Checkpoints are generated at compile time and indicate
places in the code where the processor speed and voltage should be
recalculated. These checkpoints are used at run-time to recalculate
voltage and frequency settings. To reduce the overhead of dynamic
scaling Pillai and Shin (2001) introduced DVFS in operating systems.
Since then, the majority of operating systems have simple settings to
benefit from DVFS even in embedded devices. A feedback control was
used by Shahosseini et al. (2017) to manage the power consumption
using DVFS knobs.
The trend towards multi/many-core platforms requires techniques
that can formally guarantee power management of the system given
a power budget. Bogdan et al. (2013) proposed a paradigm shift from
power optimization based on linear models to control approaches based
on fractal-state equations. Rahmani et al. (2015) developed a multiobjective DPM method that simultaneously considers limits on the
total power consumption, dynamic behaviour of workloads, processing
elements utilization, per-core power consumption, and the load on the
NoC. This work uses fine-grained voltage and frequency scaling, including near-threshold operation, and per-core power gating to optimize the
performance and power consumption. In addition, a disturbance rejecter
is designed that proactively slows down running applications when a
new application commences execution, to prevent sharp power budget
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violations. Tilli et al. (2015) proposes a low overhead hierarchical modelpredictive controller (MPC) for managing thermally safe sprinting with
predictable resprinting rate, which ensures the correct execution of
mixed-criticality tasks. A methodology for multi-clock/voltage domains
is proposed by Ogras et al. (2009, 2008) by adaptively partitioning
and voltage assignment using state-space feedback control strategy to
dynamically scale the operating voltage and frequency around the static
values and load balance the network traffic in the presence of workload
and parameter variations. Chen and Marculescu (2015a) presents an
On-line Distributed Reinforcement Learning (OD-RL) based DVFS control algorithm for many-core system performance improvement under
power constraints that uses per-core reinforcement learning method
for frequency management and a control theoretic method for global
power budget allocation. This method takes advantage of fast response
of the per-core reinforcement learning while making sure the global
power consumption remains under the budget using Maximize-the-Max
method. Muck et al. (2018) propose Multiple-Input Mutiple-Output
(MIMO) for controlling various actuators in Heterogeneous Multi-core
Processors (HMP) in order to control both power consumption and
overall system performance.
4.2.2

Software methods

Software power management techniques can be categorized into two
closely related areas of research. First, different studies explored the
properties of workload variations and developed methods to identify
and follow different execution behavior, commonly referred to as “phase
analysis”. Second, a large complementary set of research studied dynamic,
on-the-fly system management techniques that can adaptively respond
to these differences in application behavior (e.g. Isci et al. (2006b)).
Task scheduling and thread optimization
DPM mechanisms in real-time systems become more complex as the
system has to meet certain deadlines while keeping the power below
a certain budget. A synthesis algorithm by Li and Wolf (1997) uses a
software-based cache partitioning and reservation technique to guarantee
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cache hits for some tasks and therefore improve task schedulability. The
scheduling algorithm used in this work is Earliest Deadline First (EDF).
In EDF, the task with the earliest deadline has the highest priority. The
method proposed by Shin and Choi (1999) and implemented in a kernel
module, yields power reduction by exploiting slack times, both those
inherent in the system schedule and those arising from variations of
execution times. As an example, Huang et al. (2009) propose adaptive
DPM for hard real-time systems. In their work, based on real-time calculus, event arrivals and resource services are modeled by arrival curves
and service curves in the interval domain, respectively, and an online algorithm to adaptively control the power mode of the device is proposed,
that postpones the processing of arrival events as long as possible. In a
similar spirit, many cache aware methods have been proposed, such as
(Kulkarni et al., 1998), to benefit from software optimizations to reduce
power consumed by cache and memory subsystems. Further analysis of
system-level power-aware design techniques is presented by Unsal and
Koren (2003) who cover techniques ranging from the circuit and device
level, to the architectural, compiler, operating system, and networking
layers. In the case of many-core systems, scalability of scheduling algorithm becomes an important factor which Winter et al. (2010) analyzes
some of these algorithms in terms The computational complexities of
thread scheduling and global power management techniques.
4.3

Run-time energy efficient managers

Although for many computer systems, reducing power will lead to reduced energy consumption but it does not necessarily mean a resource
management mechanism with the objective of power management will
deploy same policies as a resource management method with energy
efficiency goal. Energy directly relates to both power and performance.
Final goal for energy efficient management methods is to find the optimal
spot in power consumption while delivering the required performance
over time. To this end, we take a closer look at energy efficient managers in this section. Computer systems are designed to deliver peak
performance, but are often idle or used to perform tasks that do not
require such performance.
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Energy efficiency has become a major concern while dealing with
high performance computing systems (Ge et al., 2010; Hsu and Feng,
2005). Architectural optimization to achieve a high performance with
minimal power consumption has been a common practice for emerging
applications. Qu et al. (1999) proposed a new pipelining mechanism
with selectable voltage for each pipeline stage to minimize energy consumption. Evaluation of energy efficiency of a system can be related to
both power consumption and performance of the running application.
A common metric for the evaluation of energy efficiency is Energy Per
Instruction (EPI), in Watt/MIPS or Joule/Instruction. Other metrics
such as Energy Delay Product (EDP), which was initially proposed by
Horowitz et al. (1994), and ED2P are used also in latency performance
architectures as they assign a weight to the amount of time needed for
an instruction to be processed (Attia et al., 2017).
Manzak and Chakrabarti (2000) proposed task scheduling algorithms that minimize energy or minimize power for the case when the
tasks have various arrival times, deadline times, execution times and
switching activities. The relation between the operating voltages for
the minimum energy (power) assignment is determined theoretically
and a polynomial time scheduling algorithm that uses this relation is
developed to minimize energy consumption. The authors improved this
method (Manzak and Chakrabarti, 2001) by first applying the existing
task scheduling algorithms (Manzak and Chakrabarti, 2000) to obtain
a feasible schedule and then distribute the available slack using an
iterative algorithm that satisfies the theoretically obtained relation for
minimum energy. Shafique et al. (2013) considered self-adaptive manycore systems to reduce the energy-delay2 product. To avoid frequent
allocation and de-allocation, this work enables applications to temporarily reserve their resources and to perform local power management
decisions.
Diversity and complexity in High Performance Computing (HPC)
systems require specific solutions for DPM, as presented by Rusu et al.
(2006) for server clusters and by Beloglazov and Buyya (2010) for cloud
systems. Hughes et al. (2001) targeted multimedia applications by using
both architectural adaptation and dynamic voltage scaling. Similarly,
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Unsal et al. (2001) proposed two complementary media-sensitive energysaving techniques that leverage static information. First, a compilercontrolled data remapping scheme directs scalar accesses to a small
scratchpad Static Random-Access Memory (SRAM) area. Second, a
media-sensitive software-controlled caching framework eliminates cache
tags. The same authors further improve their own results by showing
that media applications are mapped more efficiently when scalar memory
accesses are redirected to a mini-cache (Unsal et al., 2002). Using the
Combined Static/Dynamic scheduler in the operating system as basis,
Ma and Shin (2000) developed an Energy-Adaptive scheduler with
an energy-aware scheduling algorithm that executes tasks to achieve
effective use of limited energy by favoring low-energy and critical tasks.
Baynes et al. (2003) evaluated energy consumption in various RealTime Operating Systems (RTOS) including preemptive systems and
cooperative systems. Acquaviva et al. (2001) proposed real-time dynamic voltage scaling that modify the operating system’s real-time
scheduler and task management service to provide significant energy
savings while maintaining real-time deadline guarantees. Mishra et al.
(2015) proposes a probabilistic graphical model-based learning system
to provide accurate online estimates of an application’s power and
performance in order to optimize energy efficiency of the system.
Table 4.2: Run-time energy efficient management techniques

Energy management

Mapping

Scheduling

Techniques
Baynes et al. (2003), Acquaviva et al. (2001),
Unsal et al. (2001), Unsal et al. (2002),
Manzak and Chakrabarti (2000),
Manzak and Chakrabarti (2001),
Ma and Shin (2000), Shafique et al. (2013),
Attia et al. (2017), Mishra et al. (2015)
Hughes et al. (2001), Ge et al. (2010),
Hsu and Feng (2005), Rusu et al. (2006),
Beloglazov and Buyya (2010)
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Dynamic thermal-aware management methods

Delivering high performance in computation does not only come with
the cost of power consumption. Often circuits that perform at their peak
suffer from thermal issues such as overheating or faults due to thermal
emergencies. Many dynamic management methods try to avoid such
conditions. On the other hand, minimizing power does not necessarily
avoid thermal issues. In many cases, concentrated power usage in a
small part of the electronic circuit can cause high a temperature on
that spot leading to thermal failures although the power usage of the
whole system might not be high.
Thermal induced problems can appear in various forms. Thermal
hot spots accelerate failure mechanisms. Failure cases increase exponentially with temperature (Meterelliyoz et al., 2005). Hot spots also
cause performance loss and lead to higher leakage of power (Vassighi
and Sachdev, 2006). Spatial variations can cause clock skew resulting
in transient or intermittent delay faults. Finally, temporal variations
induce thermal cycling (Coskun et al., 2007) that can cause violation
in completion of the cycle that is large enough to cool the component.
Thermal management techniques try to control the chip temperature.
Many of the power management methods in this chapter are concerned
with temperature while focusing primarily on overall power consumption.
The goal of DTM is to address thermal hotspots or reduce spatial and
temporal temperature variations. Frequency scaling, DVFS, Decode
Throttling, Speculation control and cache toggling are some of the DTM
techniques described by Brooks and Martonosi (2001). Donald and
Martonosi (2005) use temperature aware scheduling for multi-threaded
processors by taking advantage of Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT)
unique flexibility of having multiple threads to adaptively counteract
and prevent hot spots by selectively managing the execution of available
threads. Liao et al. (2005) describe how smart performance and power
modeling can reduce the power leakage and limit temperature increase
which can eventually improve performance and power consumption.
Jung and Pedram (2006) propose a framework in which thermal states
are controlled by stochastic processes, i.e., partially observable semiMarkov decision processes. By using multi-objective design optimization
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methods such as collaborative optimization operating temperature is
reduced.
Thermal management is an important issue in embedded systems
due to limited area and cooling methods. Utilizing on-line monitoring,
Christoforakis et al. (2015) propose a response mechanism using a
distributed power management algorithm for Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) to evenly reduce and normalize power transients and
achieve a power-and thermal-aware coherent system. Ayoub et al. (2010)
presented a DTM mechanism for memory subsystems which intelligently
allocates workload pages to few memory units and powers down the
rest of the memory.
Thermal management became a prominent challenge in fighting
the expanding dark, nonactive, silicon areas on chip. Hajimiri et al.
(2013) proposed thermal-aware computation using proactive memorybased computing to reduce the peak temperature of applications. This
technique proactively transfers the instructions with frequent operand
pairs to memory. In Kanduri et al. (2015) a dark silicon aware runtime mapping method was proposed that activates and deactivates
cores as needed in order to evenly distribute power density across
the chip. The same authors expand this idea Kanduri et al. (2018a)
by providing enough thermal headroom for boosting the frequency of
active cores upon performance surges. Lower operating temperatures
from patterning also allows sustaining the boosting for longer periods,
improving the performance further.
Lee et al. (2015) and Lo et al. (2016) considers 3D stacking architectures and the thermal limitations for such chips. The method
proposed by Lee et al. (2015) combines dynamic cache management
such as resource allocation, way-based power gating, and data migration
with dynamic voltage and frequency scaling of processing cores in a
temperature- and energy-aware manner. Lo et al. (2016) propose a
thermal-aware dynamic operating system page allocation using future
access pattern to find a best performance-oriented setting of the above
factors. Also, An analytic model has been proposed to estimate the system performance considering the memory interference, the bandwidth
variation, and the throttling impact.
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Thermal aware communication systems can reduce the possibility of
thermal emergencies in the system (Wolf et al., 2016). Chou et al. (2017)
proposed a thermal aware method for dynamic buffer allocation for NoC
systems. Zhang et al. (2014) introduces a job allocation technique that
minimizes the temperature gradients among the ring filters to improve
the application performance in silicon-photonic NoCs. In the context
of local temperature hotspots in a load-imbalanced network, Murray
et al. (2014) demonstrated power and thermal profiles improvement by
utilizing congestion-avoidance routing with network-level DVFS in a
mm-wave small-world wireless NoC.
Finally, we can observe a trend in industry towards utilizing machine
learning Kaggle Inc. (2017); Parloff (2016) and neural network in power
and energy management. This has been enabled by easy access to configuration knobs such as power gating, thread scheduling and frequency
scaling. This ease of access to configuration knobs has been granted
due to effectiveness of many of the approaches we discussed in this
section. Therefore, the current trends will open the path for more complex management methods. Possible open challenges in power, energy
or thermal management might be hierarchical management schemes,
adaptive control or hybrid approaches comprised of machine learning,
heuristics and control theoretic methods.
Table 4.3: Thermal management techniques

Thermal management

Topology-aware mapping

Resource allocation

Techniques
Meterelliyoz et al. (2005), Ayoub et al. (2010),
Vassighi and Sachdev (2006),
Donald and Martonosi (2005),
Coskun et al. (2007), Liao et al. (2005),
Jung and Pedram (2006),
Zhang et al. (2014), Kanduri et al. (2015),
Chou et al. (2017), Kanduri et al. (2018a)
Brooks and Martonosi (2001),
Skadron et al. (2003), Hajimiri et al. (2013),
Christoforakis et al. (2015),
Lee et al. (2015), Lo et al. (2016),
Wolf et al. (2016), Murray et al. (2014)
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Summary

We presented run-time techniques that manage the system overall power
consumption, helps energy efficiency and avoid thermal emergencies.
Most of these techniques rely on monitoring application, partitioning
and mapping to get the best power consumption out of shared resources.
While some techniques heavily rely on hardware sensing, monitoring and
control, others use run-time workload profiling and software approaches
to manage the resources dynamically.
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In the last decade, as discussed in Semiconductor Industry Association
et al. (2011) reliability has become a major issue in digital circuits. The
aggressive scaling to nanoscale CMOS structures has caused a variety
of reliability threats such as aging and wear-out acceleration due to
the increased power densities and consequent thermal stress, higher
susceptibility to soft errors not only in harsh environments but also
at ground level, device variability leading to timing errors and other
effects, etc.
This issue has been even more exacerbated by the pervasiveness
of computing systems in nowadays life. In the past decade, reliability was a relevant driver only for the design of digital appliances for
mission-critical applications, such as satellites, medical appliances, nuclear facilities or transportation systems. In most of these scenarios,
failures would have caused damages to the humans or to the environment. Nowadays, computing systems are intensively employed to control
and support any aspect of our life spanning from embedded appliances
enabling smart buildings to High Performance Computing (HPC) systems used for supporting financial and decision processes. Thus, apart
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the serious human and environmental risk, system failure may cause
also considerable financial and monetary loss.
Given these motivations, reliability has become in general a main
driver for digital systems design. In particular, when considering the
focus of this paper on on-chip resource management, reliability needs
to be considered at the same level of relevance of the other already
discussed drivers (performance, power, energy, . . . ), thus leading to a
reliability-aware dynamic co-optimization.
Reliability-aware run-time resource management approaches can be
mainly classified according to the specific type of threat they aim at
addressing and the corresponding reliability attribute introduced into
the system. In particular, we may partition the approaches proposed in
the literature as follows:
• Lifetime management. These approaches aim at preventing
aging and wear-out threat by performing a more aging-aware
distribution of the workload and tuning of the architectural parameters in order to prolong the lifetime of the system.
• Soft error susceptibility management. These approaches aim
at distributing the workload and tuning the architectural parameters in order to trade-off the fault occurrence probability also
in relationship with process variability effects and the offered
performance level.
• Online fault management. These approaches aim at dynamically detecting and managing the occurrence of faults by tuning
at run-time available resources, the running workload and the
possibly available fault management mechanism.
The following sections will review the literature for each one of these
aspects.
5.1

Lifetime management

Accelerated device aging causing timing errors or premature permanent
failures is one of the most challenging threats for nowadays computing
devices (Semiconductor Industry Association et al., 2011). Integrated
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Lifetime management
Type of architecture
Single-core Central Processing Unit (CPU)
Homogeneous multi-core CPU
Many-core architecture
Heterogeneous multi-core architecture
..
Considered aging mechanisms
Electromigration (EM), Time Dependent Dielectric
Breakdown (TDDB), ..
Thermal cycling
Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI)
Type of workload
Sequential applications
Parallel applications
Dataflow applications
Actuation knobs
Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) and
per-core power gating
Applications mapping
Applications scheduling
..
Co-optimization strategy
Optimize performance under power and lifetime
constraints
Co-optimize performance and lifetime under power
constraint
Co-optimize lifetime and soft error susceptibility
under performance and power constraints
..
Figure 5.1: Criteria considered for classifying lifetime management approaches.
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circuits suffer of several types of aging mechanisms, such as TDDB,
NBTI, EM, hot carrier injection (HCI) or thermal cycling (JEDEC
Solid State Tech. Ass., 2010). The main causes are jointly the sub-micro
CMOS technologies leading to higher power densities and the intensive
utilization of computing devices thus leading to a considerable thermal
stress. Indeed, Karl et al. (2008) have shown that failure mechanisms
have an exponential relationship with the temperature and an increase
of 10-15◦ C may halve the expected lifetime.
The countermeasures adopted by the state-of-the-art approaches to
prolong the system lifetime is to use and manage the available processing
resources in a smarter aging-aware way for executing the workload. This
strategy is particularly effective for multi-core or many-core platforms
(both homogeneous and heterogeneous ones) thanks to the availability
of a large set of “programmable” processing resources, representing
a sort of redundancy, that can be dynamically tuned and selected
for the execution of the various applications composing the workload.
Furthermore, we should consider the fact that this kind of architecture
often experiences a dynamic workload, where applications presenting
different peculiarities and performance requirements enter and leave the
system with unknown load characteristics. As a consequence, run-time
management is even more critical because it can offer adaptivity to
the system to be able to react to evolving running conditions w.r.t.
reliability issues.
The commonly-used reliability-aware resource management approach
is based on a feedback loop for monitoring the aging status of the
various components within the system and subsequently taking decisions
on the utilization of the resources. Ideally, these approaches require
aging sensors (e.g. Blome et al. (2007); Ceratti et al. (2012)) to be
integrated in the device. However, even if widely studied by the research
community they are not commonly available in commercial platforms;
moreover, they are mainly suitable only for the monitoring of timing
errors. For this reason, per-core temperature sensors, that are generally
provided in modern devices, are used as input of a reliability emulation
monitors implementing standard stochastic reliability models described
in JEDEC Solid State Tech. Ass. (2010). Such models can be used by
these approaches to compute the lifetime reliability value Rlif etime (t),
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as the probability of the system not to permanently fail due to aging at
time t, and eventually the Mean Time To Failure (MTTF), estimating
the average lifetime of the class of devices.
It is worth mentioning the fact that the Dynamic Thermal Management (DTM) approaches discussed in Section 4.4 do not suffice
in managing lifetime reliability. In fact, when considering the characteristics of several aging mechanisms, lifetime reliability is generally
characterized by a stochastic exponential model of the temperature,
considering both temperature levels and the time spent at those levels.
Thus, the straightforward temperature control avoiding thermal peaks
and hotspots or minimizing or smoothing the average thermal behavior
among the cores is not able to capture and control the “cumulative”
degradation behavior of the aging phenomena, thus leading to nonoptimal solutions, as demonstrated in the literature (in particular by
Srinivasan et al. (2004); Song et al. (2015)).
Starting from the first work by Srinivasan et al. (2004) proposing
the Dynamic Reliability Management (DRM) in 2004, in the past fifteen
years a plethora of approaches have been proposed focusing on many
different aspects. Thus, this literature can be classified based on various
criteria presented in Figure 5.1 and discussed in the following paragraphs.
Then, past approaches will be reviewed.
Type of architecture
The first DRM approach by Srinivasan et al. (2004) focused in a single
general purpose processor. After that, following also the architectural
progresses in the subsequent years, different types of platforms have been
considered spanning from the homogeneous multi-core architectures
(e.g. Coskun et al. (2009); Das et al. (2014); Ma and Wang (2012)),
where processing units are connected on a single bus and with a share
memory, to the many-core architecture based on a Networks-on-Chip
(NoC) (e.g. Ma et al. (2017a); Sun et al. (2014); Kim et al. (2016)).
Recently, heterogeneous architectures (e.g. Baldassari et al. (2017); Chen
et al. (2014b); Lee et al. (2018)), integrating asymmetric multi-cores,
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) or custom accelerators, have been
also addressed in lifetime management.
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It is worth mentioning that lifetime management is generally performed by considering the single processing units as the basic architectural element, thus without having the possibility to distinguish
computation, communication and memory resources as previously done
in the survey. This is due to the fact that temperature sensors on which
the reliability emulation relies are integrated at core level; thus lifetime
reliability is computed at the granularity of the single processing unit.
Indeed, the processing core is the component in the system which is
more susceptible to thermal hotspots and therefore requiring an aging
monitoring. Nevertheless, it is also worth mentioning that in some types
of distributed architectures, such as NoC-based many-core ones, each
single processing unit integrates its own memory system and network
interface in a single tile.
Considered aging mechanisms
To be effective the lifetime management strategy should integrate a
certain level of knowledge about the considered aging mechanisms in
order to limit the factors of stress. The effects on the lifetime reliability
of most of these phenomena (e.g. EM, TDDB and NBTI) can be
modeled for each single architectural core as an exponential function of
the temperature level. Just as to mention, the MTTF of a single core
working at a constant temperature T can be estimated by means of
the Arrhenius equation as (JEDEC Solid State Tech. Ass., 2010; Xiang
et al., 2010):
Ea
M T T F = A0 e kT
(5.1)
with A0 being an empirically fitted constant, Ea the activation energy
of the specific aging mechanism and k the Boltzmann’s constant.
The only exception is thermal cycling; this phenomenon refers to
wear-out effects caused by temperature variations which produce an
inelastic deformation, eventually leading to failure. Thermal cycling
depends on both maximum temperature, and amplitude and frequency
of the temperature variations as shown in Coffin-Mason equation (Xiang
et al., 2010). This equation measures the average number of thermal
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cycles NT C remaining before device failure:
Ea
TC

NT C = AT C (δT − Tth )(−b) e kTmax

(5.2)

where δT is the thermal cycle amplitude, Tth is the threshold temperature where the inelastic deformation begins, TM ax is the maximum
temperature during the cycle, AT C is an empirically determined fitting
constant, b is the Coffin-Mason exponent constant, and EaT C is the
activation energy for thermal cycling. Then the MTTF due to thermal cycling is the product between the number of cycles NT C and the
average period of the cycles, i.e. the reciprocal of the cycle frequency.
As a consequence, we can partition the past approaches in works
considering aging mechanisms subject to temperature levels (e.g. Kim
et al. (2016); Yamamoto and Ababei (2014)) and works considering also
thermal cycling (e.g. Chantem et al. (2013); Ma et al. (2017a); Das et al.
(2014)). In particular, from the first group, most of the approaches focus
on a single mechanism, generally EM since it is one of the predominant
issues, claiming that the effectiveness of the approach can be proved
also for all the other phenomena.
A more accurate model can be adopted for NBTI (Bhardwaj et al.,
2006; Wang and Xu, 2014), capturing the threshold voltage shift and
consequent variation on the propagation delays which eventually cause
timing errors in the system. This model considers not only the effects of
temperature variations but also the transition between stress and recovery phases of the critical logical nets. Thus, a last class of works (Sun
et al., 2014; Karpuzcu et al., 2009) is specialized on NBTI. Finally,
it is worth mention that the vast majority of works consider aging
mechanisms in CMOS technology. Very few works acting at system
level consider different technologies; for instance, the approach in (Cai
et al., 2016) is specifically targeted for multi-cores implemented in Fin
Field-effect (FinFET) transistor technology and consequently adopts
specific models better describing the more complex relationship between
temperature and aging.
As a final note, for a more accurate discussion on models for lifetime
reliability please refer to JEDEC Solid State Tech. Ass. (2010); Xiang
et al. (2010); Bhardwaj et al. (2006); Wang and Xu (2014).
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Type of workload
Workload execution is obviously the main cause of thermal stress in
the device, and workloads are highly dynamic. Therefore, workload
distribution plays an important role in lifetime management and different
strategies are adopted depending on the types of applications. For this
reason, we may classify the past work depending also on the considered
type of applications:
• Sequential applications, composed of a single thread occupying
a single core (e.g. Chantem et al. (2013); Ma et al. (2017a)).
• Parallel applications, (one or many), each one spawning a set
of threads (e.g. Kim et al. (2016)).
• Dataflow applications, that are generally considered in the
NoC-based many-core platform and are modeled as a task graph
(e.g. Sun et al. (2014); Haghbayan et al. (2017)).
Actuation knobs
All the tuning knobs have an effect on the various optimization drivers
(performance, power consumption, temperature, etc.), and, therefore,
also on the aging. DRM approaches can be classified on the basis of the
set of knobs used in the work. The main knobs are:
• DVFS and per-core power gating (e.g. Srinivasan et al. (2004);
Coskun et al. (2009); Das et al. (2014); Ma and Wang (2012)),
• Application mapping (e.g. Sun et al. (2014); Haghbayan et al.
(2017)),
• Application scheduling (e.g. Coskun et al. (2009)).
Co-optimization strategy
The first DRM approach by Srinivasan et al. (2004) focused on the
optimization of MTTF. However, lifetime is only one of the optimization drivers. As a consequence, most of the subsequent approaches
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define a multi-objective optimizations involving mainly performance,
power/energy consumption and lifetime. More precisely, various approaches consider a subset of the drivers to define a requirement to be
satisfied and perform an optimization of the remaining ones. The two
more interesting addressed co-optimization problems are:
• Optimize the performance while satisfying both a power budget
and a lifetime target (e.g. Haghbayan et al. (2017)).
• Co-optimize the trade-off between performance and lifetime, possibly considering a power budget (e.g. Ma and Wang (2012)).
Finally, few works consider also soft error susceptibility in the cooptimization (e.g. Ma et al. (2017a,b)); they will be discussed later in
Section 5.2.
Based on the discussed parameters, the literature review is discussed
in the following. Then, Tables 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 summarize the
discussion based on the aspects highlighted above.
First approaches for single-core CPUs. The idea of a Dynamic Reliability Management (DRM) has been proposed for the first time in
2004 by Srinivasan et al. (2004). The paper proposed an architectural
model, called RAMP, to express the MTTF of a single core architecture
running a single-threaded application per time, by considering various aging mechanisms. Indeed, the reliability model is quite simplistic
since it is based on simplicity on a non-realistic constant failure rate
allowing to compute the “instantaneous” MTTF based only on the
current working configuration. Then, the paper discusses intuitively
and without a concrete definition a very simple management strategy
adapting the processor (in particular, by tuning DVFS and other architectural configurations, such as instruction window size or the number
of Floating-Point Units (FPUs)) in response to workload change to meet
the lifetime reliability target while limiting performance loss. Finally a
last relevant contribution of this paper is a first demonstration of how
dynamic temperature management is not optimal to control aging; in
fact, this last one is not able to capture the long-term nature of the
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aging process. In the subsequent years, few other approaches consider a
similar scenario. In particular, Karl et al. (2008) defined an enhanced
reliability model considering aging history. Then, the proposed approach
controls DVFS by means of a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID)
controller taking the currently estimated reliability as an input.
Approaches for multi-cores. Subsequent works manage lifetime reliability in multi-core architectures. In particular, Coskun et al. (2009)
investigated the effects of task scheduling and DVFS on the lifetime reliability of a multi-core system executing a workload composed of singlethreaded applications. Various common dynamic policies for scheduling
(called stop_go, migration, balance, etc.), DVFS (DVFS-threshold,
DVFS-performance, etc.), and cores’ selection are systematically combined and evaluated in terms of MTTF, computed by means of RAMP,
energy and performance. It is worth mentioning that this management
strategy does not exploit a reliability-estimation feedback loop to drive
decisions.
A similar scenario is considered in Ma and Wang (2012) where
an approach called PGCapping receives in input from the architecture
about current power consumption, per-core utilization, temperature and
current reliability (computed by means of RAMP) and decide how to act
on per-core power gating and DVFS to avoid exceeding a power budget,
optimize performance, and balance lifetime; PGCapping integrates
a Proportional-Integral (PI) controller and an iterative algorithm to
separately control the two knobs. An interesting aspect of approaches
focusing on multi-core architectures is the aim of balancing aging among
cores in order to intuitively prolong the overall lifetime of the system. In
general, they focus on some variation of the discussed scenario. Finally,
Cai et al. (2016) proposes an approach to control DVFS aimed at
reducing the aging effects in FinFET-based multi-cores.
Many other approaches have been proposed in the scenario of homogeneous multi-core systems running a multi-programmed and possibly
parallel application workload. For instance, in Mercati et al. (2017), a
more accurate aging model is considered and DVFS is controlled by
means of a two-stage controller based on predictive models; in particular
a long term controller is able to perform reliability budgeting to allow
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to age faster when performance boost is required and recover in the idle
period. The approach of Simevski et al. (2014) defines a simple roundrobin scheduling strategy selecting the youngest core for the execution of
the subsequent application. Another solution has been proposed by Das
et al. (2014) where machine learning strategies are used to identify
the optimal configuration in terms of workload mapping and DVFS
control to handle both EM and thermal cycling aging. An interesting
aspect of Mercati et al. (2017) and Das et al. (2014) is the fact that the
proposed controller is actually implemented and tested on a real board.
Finally, the approach by Song et al. (2015) systematically evaluated the
use of advanced knobs such as phase-aware thread migration, DVFS
and turbo boosting to trade off performance against lifetime.
Approaches for many-cores. In the recent past, research effort has
been devoted to DRM approaches for novel architectures, such as NoCbased many-core architectures and heterogeneous multi-core platforms.
Mapping decisions assume a crucial role in many-core platforms since
it is necessary to identify the group of processing cores among the
large availability of resources to be used to execute each application
in an optimal way; more precisely, the topology of the selected cores
has a relevant effect both on the performance, due to the intensive
communications required by the several application tasks and the overall
thermal stress on the various units.
The approaches by Chantem et al. (2013); Ma et al. (2017a) define
run-time mapping policies for single-threaded applications aimed at
optimizing lifetime; these approaches feature a reliability emulation
module computing the current aging status of each core based on
the temperature profile received from the architecture. These works
are interesting since they consider various aging mechanism, including
thermal cycling, and exploit a more accurate reliability model proposed
by Xiang et al. (2010). A similar scenario is considered by Bolchini
et al. (2016) where a systematic investigation of various basic mapping
policies (workload balancing vs. usage of spare unit) has been carried
out to analyze the overall MTTF of a many-core system capable of
providing the minimum required performance level after a given number
of subsequent permanent failures of cores. The strategy by Karpuzcu
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et al. (2009) dynamically acts on Vdd scaling in small steps to control
the aging of the units in a many-core architecture. The technique defines
four different operating modes setting in a different way Vdd and the
current frequency to obtain different compromises among aging, power
consumption and performance. At run-time the controller selects the
best operating mode. The work considers an accurate NBTI aging model
showing the current degradation to the threshold voltage level. However,
single-threaded applications are considered, and the application mapping
and power budgeting are not fully addressed.
Many-core applications frequently execute dataflow applications,
that are generally modeled with task-graphs. Several other approaches
(e.g. Yamamoto and Ababei (2014); Bolchini et al. (2013b); Hartman
and Thomas (2012)) consider this scenario. The approaches proposed
in Yamamoto and Ababei (2014); Bolchini et al. (2013b) propose migration controllers periodically moving tasks of the application from elder
cores to younger ones. Such an approach is sometimes too fine-grained
since device aging process is slow (in the order of days). Therefore,
a periodic migration of the workload would be necessary only for applications lasting for days or weeks. Another mapping approach in a
similar scenario has been discussed by Hartman and Thomas (2012).
The decision algorithm performs an almost-exhaustive exploration of
the mapping to balance aging and minimize power consumption. Moreover, an interesting aspect of this work is the fact that, as by Bolchini
et al. (2016) sequences of subsequent core failures until the overall
system denial of service are considered in the evaluation of the approach.
Some other technique by Sun et al. (2014) considers the mapping of
application task-graphs onto many-core architectures focusing on the
NBTI degradation effects. In particular the approach defines a zoning
strategy to select the younger area of the resource grid to deploy the
arrived applications. Indeed this approach performs a performance vs.
lifetime optimization neglecting power consumption. Finally, an interesting aspect of the work presented by Huang et al. (2011) is the mixing
between pre-computed design-time mapping solution for each mutually
exclusive application to be run with an on-line adaptation strategy
capable of refining the mapping according to the actual aging status of
the architectural cores.
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When considering many-core architectures, some works (Bhardwaj
et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2016) have also focused on the NoC infrastructure in order to alleviate the switch aging. In fact, while processing
resources are generally interchangeable since, especially in a homogeneous architecture, they are equal each other, failures in switches may
cause the interruption in some communication paths. Therefore, such
works define adaptive routing algorithms capable of balancing aging
while preserving low communication latency.
Another relevant aspect in many-core architectures is the so-called
dark silicon problem which dramatically limits the number of processing
units that can be switched on at the same time (Rahmani et al., 2017a).
As shown in many different works (Gnad et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2016),
dark silicon becomes an opportunity for lifetime enhancement since the
tight power budget offers a larger degree of freedom in the mapping
decisions. In this direction, work by Gnad et al. (2015) takes the mapping
policy into account as well as the power budget and the process variation
status of the cores to mitigate NBTI effects. However, the mapping
policy does not consider the topology of the architecture and related
communication issues in threads distribution. A similar contribution
is given by Kim et al. (2016) proposing a machine-learning strategy
to perform aging-aware mapping with respect to the EM phenomenon.
A simplified exponential model is used for lifetime reliability, similar to
RAMP. Nevertheless, also in this case a shared-memory architecture
is considered, and, as a consequence, the mapping strategy is quite
simplistic. Nevertheless, none of these approaches take into account
DVFS tuning for aging mitigation. The most comprehensive and efficient
approach in the scenario of lifetime prolonging for many-cores in the
dark silicon era as been proposed by Haghbayan et al. (2017), where
the run-time policy is able to map several incoming application taskgraphs and acting on DVFS and per-core power-gating to maximize
performance while satisfying both the power budget and the given
lifetime target.
Approaches for heterogeneous multi-cores. Finally, heterogeneous
system architectures have been studied in terms of lifetime efficiency.
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The challenge in this kind of architectures is the presence of different types of processing units, such as asymmetric multi-cores, such as
the ARM big.LITTLE, GPUs and hardware accelerators; each one of
them is capable of providing a different trade-off in terms of performance/power consumption and presents a different efficiency also w.r.t.
the characteristics of the specific applications in execution. This has a
relevant impact also on the aging of the various components, since most
power-hungry units generally age faster than low power counterparts.
Therefore, the investigated DRM approaches are aimed at dynamically
selecting for each application to be executed on the processing unit
offering the highest efficiency at the minimum cost, both in terms of
power consumption and aging.
In this perspective, the works by Baldassari et al. (2017); Mück
et al. (2017) define two similar reliability-aware run-time resource management controllers for the big.LITTLE multi-core architecture. As
for many previous works on different architectures, the controller exploits a feedback loop to sense power consumption, temperature and
workload performance; after that, reliability is computed based on temperature sensing by means of a stochastic model (EM is considered by
Baldassari et al. (2017) while NBTI and HCI by Mück et al. (2017)).
Regarding performance measures, hardware performance counters are
used by Mück et al. (2017), while application-level throughput measures are performed by Baldassari et al. (2017). Then, both the two
approaches feature a decision policy based on predictive models for
performance, power consumption and aging, aimed at selecting for each
application to be executed the most suitable unit capable of satisfying
reliability constraint and performance requirements and minimizing
the power consumption. As shown by Baldassari et al. (2017), this is
achieved mainly by migrating on the LITTLE cores all low-demanding
performance applications, because such cores present a considerably
lower heating thanks to their low-power characteristics. Simultaneously,
CPU quota and DVFS are also tuned to the minimum level providing
the required application performance to even more reduce the power
consumption and, consequently, temperatures. Finally, also workload
balancing among the units of the same type helps in making the utilization uniform. The final interesting aspect of this work is the fact
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that the defined controller has been implemented on a real big.LITTLE
platform, i.e. the Hardkernel Odroid XU3 board featuring a Samsung
5542 chip.
In the heterogeneous architecture scenario, some other works (Chen
et al., 2014b; Lee et al., 2018) specifically focus on the GPU resources
exploiting the same feedback-loop control approach. Based on the
observation that most of the kernels accelerated on GPU are still
memory bound, the approach by Chen et al. (2014b) defines a run-time
strategy to select the minimum number of streaming multi-cores in
the GPU architecture able to provide the desired performance level.
Then, the youngest streaming multi-cores are selected for the execution
while the rest of the resources are power-gated. In such a way, power
consumption and aging, focusing on NBTI, are dynamically minimized.
Finally, the approach by Lee et al. (2018) considers a broader scenario
w.r.t. the previous work by handling also process variability in the GPU
cores. The proposed workload balancer, based also on some architectural
improvements, aims at minimizing the aging due to NBTI and HCI
mechanisms.
Table 5.1: Summary of lifetime-aware DRM approaches w.r.t. the type of architecture

Architecture
Single-core CPU
Homogeneous
multi-core CPU

Many-core
architecture
Heterogeneous
multi-core

Techniques
Srinivasan et al. (2004), Karl et al. (2008)
Coskun et al. (2009), Ma and Wang (2012),
Simevski et al. (2014), Das et al. (2014), Song et al.
(2015), Cai et al. (2016), Mercati et al. (2017),
Mercati et al. (2017)
Karpuzcu et al. (2009), Hartman and Thomas
(2012), Bhardwaj et al. (2012), Bolchini et al.
(2013b), Chantem et al. (2013), Sun et al. (2014),
Gnad et al. (2015), Wang et al. (2016), Kim et al.
(2016), Ma et al. (2017a)
Chen et al. (2014b), Baldassari et al. (2017), Mück
et al. (2017), Lee et al. (2018)
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Table 5.2: Summary of lifetime-aware DRM approaches w.r.t. the considered aging
mechanism

Aging
mechanism
EM, TDDB, . . .
EM,
TDDB, . . . +
Thermal cycling
NBTI

Techniques
Karl et al. (2008), Bolchini et al. (2013b),
Simevski et al. (2014), Yamamoto and Ababei
(2014), Song et al. (2015), Bolchini et al. (2016),
Haghbayan et al. (2017), Mercati et al. (2017)
Srinivasan et al. (2004), Coskun et al. (2009),
Chantem et al. (2013), Das et al. (2014), Ma
et al. (2017a)
Karpuzcu et al. (2009), Sun et al. (2014), Gnad
et al. (2015), Cai et al. (2016), Mück et al. (2017),
Lee et al. (2018)

Table 5.3: Summary of lifetime-aware DRM approaches w.r.t. the type of workload

Workload
Sequential
applications

Parallel
applications
Dataflow
applications

5.2

Techniques
Srinivasan et al. (2004), Karl et al. (2008),
Coskun et al. (2009), Karpuzcu et al. (2009),
Ma and Wang (2012), Chantem et al. (2013),
Bolchini et al. (2016), Ma et al. (2017a)
Hartman and Thomas (2012), Bolchini et al.
(2013b), Yamamoto and Ababei (2014), Sun et al.
(2014), Bolchini et al. (2016), Cai et al. (2016),
Kim et al. (2016), Haghbayan et al. (2017)
Sun et al. (2014), Das et al. (2014), Song et al.
(2015), Gnad et al. (2015), Kim et al. (2016),
Mercati et al. (2017), Haghbayan et al. (2017)

Soft error susceptibility management

Apart from the aging phenomenon, aggressive technology scaling has
caused another reliability issue, i.e. a dramatic increase in the susceptibility for digital devices to soft errors. The main cause is the transistor
miniaturization which has implied a considerable decrease in the critical
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Table 5.4: Summary of lifetime-aware DRM approaches w.r.t. the actuation knob

Actuation
knob
DVFS and
power gating

Mapping
DVFS, power
gating and
mapping
DVFS, power
gating and
scheduling

Techniques
Srinivasan et al. (2004), Karl et al. (2008),
Karpuzcu et al. (2009), Ma and Wang (2012),
Cai et al. (2016), Mercati et al. (2017)
Hartman and Thomas (2012), Chantem et al.
(2013), Bolchini et al. (2013b), Simevski et al.
(2014), Yamamoto and Ababei (2014), Bolchini
et al. (2016) Sun et al. (2014)
Das et al. (2014), Kim et al. (2016), Ma et al.
(2017a), Haghbayan et al. (2017)
Coskun et al. (2009), Song et al. (2015), Baldassari et al. (2017), Mück et al. (2017)

Table 5.5: Summary of lifetime-aware DRM approaches w.r.t. the optimization
strategy

Optimization strategy
Optimize lifetime
Optimize perf. under
power/lifetime limit
Optimize lifetime under
power/perf. limit
Co-optimize
perf./power/lifetime
Co-optimize lifetime/soft
errors under power/perf.
limit

Techniques
Srinivasan et al. (2004), Karl et al.
(2008), Coskun et al. (2009),Chantem
et al. (2013), Simevski et al. (2014)
Mercati et al. (2017), Haghbayan et al.
(2017)
Bolchini et al. (2013b), Gnad et al.
(2015), Kim et al. (2016), Bolchini et al.
(2016)
Karpuzcu et al. (2009), Hartman and
Thomas (2012), Ma and Wang (2012),
Song et al. (2015)
Xiang and Pasricha (2015), Ma et al.
(2017a), Ma et al. (2017b)
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charge necessary to make a memory or a logic element to bit flip, i.e.
to commute the stored logic value. Thus, environmental phenomena,
such as radiations (alpha particles or neutrons striking the circuit) or
electro-magnetic interferences and other sources of noise, present a high
probability to cause soft errors thus corrupting the data processing,
even if not causing any disruptive permanent effect in the architecture.
Soft error susceptibility in a given working scenario is generally
characterized with a constant failure rate. Thus, the soft error reliability Rsof t_errors (t), being the probability of a single processing unit
to complete successfully the execution of a given computation, is modeled with an exponential distribution. Then, Rsof t_errors (t) for complex
multi-core systems executing a multiprogrammed multi-task workload
can be computed based on classical serial/parallel system models (Koren and Krishna, 2007). Advanced soft error reliability model later
proposed (Zhao et al., 2008; Xiang and Pasricha, 2015) capture two
additional aspects:
• the fact that the failure rate of the processing unit has an exponential relationship with the operating voltage/frequency level,
and
• the high process variability affecting modern technologies which
causes a heterogeneous characterization of the various processing
cores within the same device as in terms of failure rate due to soft
errors.
The literature presents some interesting approaches (a limited set
when comparing against the impressive number of contributions devoted
to lifetime optimization) aiming at performing run-time resource management; their goal is to tune architectural parameters and distribute
the workload in order to maximize the soft error reliability, i.e. the
probability of the system to correctly execute the running workload.
Zhao et al. (2008) considered the problem of distributing the workload, composed of various single-task applications and tuning voltage
and frequency levels, to optimize the trade-off between performance,
soft error susceptibility and energy. The proposed solution is statically
generated and later adapted at run-time by means of simple heuristics
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to refine voltage/frequency tuning. Same research teams have later proposed various other solutions to similar resource management problems
to optimize soft error reliability.
Later, Kapadia and Pasricha (2015) have broadened the working
scenario by considering also (1) process variation which cause different
performance/reliability characteristics in the various processing elements, and (2) the dark silicon phenomenon, which sensibly constrain
the power budget to avoid chip burnouts. In this scenario, authors proposed a run-time policy aimed at optimizing system performance and
energy consumption while satisfying dark-silicon power constraints, and
application-specific performance and soft error reliability constraints.
The policy consists of a mapping strategy for applications modeled
as task-graphs and DVFS tuning. This work has been later extended
by Xiang and Pasricha (2015) to consider in the same scenario a cooptimization of also the lifetime reliability. Given the higher complexity
of the extended scenario, a hybrid design-time/run-time solution has
been defined to schedule a periodic workload composed of many taskgraph applications with an energy budget being variable over the time;
the goal is to maximize system performance, lifetime reliability and soft
error reliability. Finally, the considered scenario is even more enhanced
by Ma et al. (2017b) to consider also a heterogeneous platform, based
on the big.LITTLE multi-core paradigm. In this case, the run-time
policy performs mapping and voltage/frequency tuning to maximize
soft error reliability within a given target lifetime requirement.
Another class of works (e.g. Naithani et al. (2017); Rehman et al.
(2016); Rozo et al. (2018)) enhanced the soft error reliability model by
considering the fact that soft error susceptibility varies also according
to the actual application in execution. Naithani et al. (2017) considered
a big.LITTLE architecture and aimed at scheduling applications on the
cores to maximize soft error reliability. The work exploits the fact that
big and LITTLE cores have different failure rates and moreover various
applications present different susceptibility to soft errors. Therefore the
state-of-of-the-art Architectural Vulnerability Factor (AVF) and some
other derived metrics are used to measure the probability of each application to fail on a given architecture and the online scheduling policy
selects the most suitable processing unit to maximize the reliability.
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The main idea of this paper is to balance the failure rate by means of
AVF index thus obtaining more accurate estimations.
In a similar way Rehman et al. (2016) considered further indexes
(Instruction Vulnerability Index, IVI, and Functional Vulnerability Index, FVI) similar to the AVF to characterize and implement different
compile-time versions of each application presenting a different tradeoff between soft error reliability and performance. Then, a run-time
mapping policy was used to select which version of the application to
execute and on which resource of the multi-core architecture schedule
it to satisfy execution deadlines and maximize reliability. Finally, Rozo
et al. (2018) defined a hybrid approach combining a preliminary static
scheduling of applications on the multi-core with a dynamic tracing of
the fault occurrence in order to update the Fault Vulnerability Factor
(FVF) and consequently remapping at run-time to improve the soft
error reliability of the system.
Finally, in Naithani et al. (2018), another runtime scheduler is defined
to monitor the reliability characteristics of all applications running on
a heterogeneous multi-core, and dynamically distribute applications
to the different core types to maximize system reliability, in terms of
System Soft Error Rate.
A summary of the discussed techniques is presented in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6: Soft error susceptibility management

Reliability
model

Techniques

Zhao et al. (2008), Kapadia and Pasricha (2015),
Xiang and Pasricha (2015), Ma et al. (2017b)
Soft error rate + Naithani et al. (2017), Rehman et al. (2016),
AVF
Rozo et al. (2018), Naithani et al. (2018)
Soft error rate

5.3

Online fault management

The last aspect to be discussed in this section regarding the reliability in
on-chip dynamic management covers the mechanisms and the strategies
to implement online fault management within the device. Indeed, when
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Online fault management
Error detection
Timing error
Value error
Error recovery
Checkpointing
Mitigation/Masking
Fault diagnosis
Localization
Type
Fault recovery
Isolation
Reconfiguration
Figure 5.2: Criteria considered for classifying fault management approaches.

a fault occurs, the system has to be able to detect it and execute
some kind of management action both to complete successfully the
elaborations and to investigate the causes of the failure and, if possible,
take some recovery actions. As in the previous cases focusing on lifetime
and soft error susceptibility management, the availability of a large set
of “programmable” processing cores in modern systems can be used
opportunistically to implement some redundancies in the workload
execution thus enabling fault management features.
There is a huge literature on fault tolerant mechanisms for modern multi/many-core systems. Our choice here is to discuss only those
approaches that exploit the concept of dynamic resource management
for online fault management purposes. In other words, we do not analyze architectural solutions provided with hardware based mechanisms;
instead, we consider those approaches mainly relying on an accurate
distribution of the workload and eventually some additional redundant
applications on the available resources of a plain/non-hardened architecture, and tuning of the architectural parameters in order to enable
fault management.
An interesting classification of fault tolerant mechanisms has been
proposed by Mushtaq et al. (2011) considering multi-core systems. We
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here reconsider such taxonomy in order to update and refine it to the
current scenario considering on-chip resource management and we reperform the literature review. The refined taxonomy of online fault
management approaches is shown in Figure 5.2. We mainly identify four
different classes discussed in the following sections (actually the first
two classes are discussed together since the techniques are generally
tightly coupled and employed in conjunction), while a summary of the
most relevant analyzed approaches is reported later in Table 5.7.
5.3.1

Error detection and recovery

Error detection mechanisms are devoted to identifying the presence
of an error whenever the fault affecting the system is activated. The
effect of a fault may be of multiple types and consequently different
techniques need to be applied:
• Timing errors. The application does not terminate at the expected execution time.
• Crashes/Exceptions. The application crashes and/or an exception causes its interruption.
• Wrong result. The application terminates generating a wrong
result.
Timing errors are generally managed by means of watchdogs (e.g. Mahmood and McCluskey (1988)), i.e. hardware timers; the watchdog is
set with a deadline tuned according to the application execution time,
so that its expiration signifies the timing error. Moreover, crashes and
exceptions can be directly managed by the operating system, possibly
with the help of watchdogs. As a consequence such error detection
mechanisms are quite simple and are not very relevant in a discussion
on dynamic resource management.
On the other hand, wrong results are generally identified by means
of redundancies in the execution. The standard approach adopted in
the considered scenario is the Duplication With Comparison (DWC)
applied at software level. Here the challenge from the run-time resource
management point of view is the necessity to distribute and schedule the
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software replicas on the available processing units mainly to limit the
overhead due to the additional computations. For instance, Mukherjee
et al. (2002) investigated various thread level duplication techniques
based on a Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT) mechanism or a
chip-level multi-core architecture. In the former the two redundant
threads are executed on the same core featuring SMT, while in the
latter they are executed on two different cores within the same device.
It is worth noting that the two threads are executed in a tight fashion
with a strict synchronization of input and output transmissions with
the memory, and specific hardware structures are required to perform
the online comparison of redundant (intermediate) outputs. Such strict
synchronization has been relaxed in a subsequent proposal by Smolens
et al. (2006) by decoupling thread execution. Finally, with the aim
of balancing reliability and performance, Wells et al. (2009) proposed
process duplication only for applications requiring fault detection while
exploiting the two cores to perform parallel processing thus maximizing
performance in the rest of the cases.
Software redundancies are also used to implement error recovery
mechanisms. In particular, fault mitigation is generally implemented by
using three replicas, dubbed as Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR), so
that it is possible to perform a majority voting to identify the correct
result. Further approaches exploit N-Modular Redundancy (NMR) to increase the tolerance to multiple failures and re-execution/checkpointing
strategies thus exploiting time redundancy. To mention relevant works,
Shye et al. (2009) proposed Process-Level Redundancy (PLR), a software layer running on the top of the operating system, automatically
managing process triplication and their synchronized execution. Vargas
et al. (2018) proposed an approach to improve the reliability of NoCbased multi/many-core architectures. In particular, NMR is used to
achieve fault tolerance, and replicas are distributed on isolated partitions to guarantee that no faulty replica contaminate the execution of
any other replica. Then, Chen et al. (2007) adapted at run-time the
checkpointing schema according to the architecture’s health and current
working configuration aiming at optimizing performance. In another
work, Subasi et al. (2017) applied at run-time selective replication in a
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HPC system in order to improve reliability of the system while decreasing resource costs. Finally, Bolchini et al. (2012) defined a run-time
fault management layer for many-cores architecture aimed at scheduling
TMR replicas of multi-threaded applications in order to optimize the
global system performance.
A more advanced run-time fault management approach is proposed
by Bolchini et al. (2013a). The approach focuses on multi/many-core
architectures and considers different hardening techniques, such as
DWC, TMR and DWC+re-execution, that can be applied at different
granularity levels on the running multi-threaded applications (i.e. voters
and checkers can be placed for each task or only on the final application
output). Thus, the approach is provided with a wide set of hardening
techniques offering the possibility to tune the achieved fault management
features vs. the performance overhead due to the redundancies. When
a quite low error rate is experienced, DWC is used just to signal the
occurrence of errors. Then, if errors are frequent, TMR is applied at
task granularity level. In this way, the approach is able to mitigate
the effect of the faults and, additionally, based on minority voting and
error frequency count, diagnose possible failed components. In between
such two extreme situations, other techniques offer intermediate fault
management benefits and performance overheads. Finally, a scheduling
strategy is devoted to balance the load caused by the various task
replicas on the available cores, and at the same time satisfying mapping
constraints related to the applied techniques.
Chen et al. (2016) considered performance heterogeneity of the
architecture in the mapping of redundant applications on multi-cores
due to the aging and variability phenomena; in particular cores present
different maximum operating frequencies. The proposed mapping policy
decides at run-time on which cores it should distribute the redundant
threads and which redundant scheme to use (TMR or none) in order to
maximize reliability and guarantee performance constraints in terms of
deadlines. Indeed, it is worth noting that even though heterogeneity is
predominant in modern architectures, this is the only work addressing
this aspect.
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Fault diagnosis

The goal of fault diagnosis is to locate the faulty component within the
architecture in order to take subsequent recovery actions. Fault diagnosis
can be performed concurrently with error detection and recovery or in
subsequently.
Fault diagnosis, and in particular localization, can be performed
concurrently to fault detection/mitigation by exploiting TMR minority
voting; the replica with the minority result is faulty, as performed for
instance by Bolchini et al. (2013a). This kind of approach is generally
suitable for any possible type of fault (permanent or transient). Then,
an exact classification of the type of fault can be performed by reexecution; if the error persists the fault is permanent, otherwise transient.
Nevertheless, in order to increase the localization capabilities, TMR
has to be applied at finer granularity levels as shown by Bolchini et al.
(2013a), where TMR is applied at task level. A similar diagnosis approach
is used by Hari et al. (2009), where the first execution after the failure,
executed on the same core of the multi-core architecture, is used to
identify transient faults. Then, if the error is detected another time, a
second re-execution on a different core is used to distinguish permanent
faults and design bugs. Again, in all these approaches, application
scheduling and, therefore, run-time resource management is forced by
the constraints of fault diagnosis activities.
Fault diagnosis can be performed also as an independent strategy.
One of the main strategies is the online self-testing that is run concurrently to the execution of the nominal applications. In particular, this
approach is devoted to identifying permanent faults, due to their persistent nature. It can be mainly performed by using hardware Built-In
Self-Test (BIST) (Hetherington et al., 1999) mechanisms or by using
Software-Based Self-Test (SBST) (Psarakis et al., 2010) programs. In
this survey, we focus on the last approach since it is the only one
“compliant” with the dynamic resource management. In particular, the
idea of SBST is to run specific software routines concurrently to the
nominal workload to perform an online testing of the resources within
the architecture in order to identify permanently failed components.
The integration of the SBST approach within the dynamic resource
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management framework is obtained by enhancing the scheduling algorithm in order to issue self-test routines periodically based on a specific
policy. As discussed by Skitsas et al. (2018), there are two possible
scheduling approaches:
• periodically initiate the testing simultaneously on all the cores of
the system (e.g. Apostolakis et al. (2009)), or
• run SBST routines on the various cores independently based on a
given period (e.g. Skitsas et al. (2018)) or selectively based on a
priority rule (e.g. Skitsas et al. (2016); Haghbayan et al. (2016b)).
As an example of the former class, Apostolakis et al. (2009) proposed
an SBST approach for symmetric shared-memory multi-cores exploiting
core level execution parallelism to run the test concurrently on all the
cores thus reducing the execution time. Then, Foutris et al. (2010)
extended the previous work by using multi-threading thus even more
improving performance. However, the main limitation of this approach
is the fact that the overall architecture is forced to go offline during the
test.
To overcome this limitation, in the second class of approaches cores
are selectively tested thus exploiting an ad-hoc scheduling policy to
limit the impact on the system performance. Haghbayan et al. (2016b)
proposed an SBST routine scheduling algorithm for many-core architectures aimed at testing cores on the basis of the suffered stress, in terms
of an aging metric, during the execution of the nominal workload. The
scheduling policy is aimed at avoiding any degradation in system performance while not violating the power budget of the many-core system.
A similar approach was proposed b Skitsas et al. (2016) for multi-core
architectures optimizing the selection of the candidate core based on the
organization of the cache hierarchy. Being memory intensive programs,
SBST routines executed by some core can be subsequently reused from
some other units sharing some cache level so that cache hit percentage
is maximized and consequently performance overhead is limited. Finally,
other two approaches proposed by Skitsas et al. (2018); Kaliorakis et al.
(2014) perform periodic test scheduling by considering the memory
hierarchy in a similar way as Skitsas et al. (2016) considering multi-core
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and many-core architectures, respectively, with the aim at minimizing
the overall test time thus increasing the service time.
5.3.3

Fault recovery

Once a unit is diagnosed as damaged, the last step is to perform fault
recovery actions mainly to isolate the damaged component. Again, this
strategy is particularly suitable to multi/many-core architectures, where
the cores or functional units can be disabled when faulty and the system
activity can continue with the remaining healthy ones. In this way, this
strategy offers a sort of graceful degradation to the system, allowing
to subsequently disable cores, and, consequently, degrading maximum
computational power achievable. Thus, the system will survive until
there is a minimum number of resources capable at providing the
minimum Quality of Service (QoS) required to the system.
For instance, both Bolchini et al. (2012) and Bolchini et al. (2013a)
integrated such a recovery strategy in their framework for many-cores to
disable faulty cores at run-time. In such a way they provide full-fledged
solutions aimed at performing all fault management actions (from error
detection to fault recovery) and thus adapting provided performance
levels. Chou and Marculescu (2011) integrated the isolation of faulty
units in their resource management approach for NoC-based many-core
architectures running task-graph based applications; the approach aims
at optimizing performance and communication energy. Another relevant
approach has been presented by LaFrieda et al. (2007) where units of a
multi-core architecture are coupled dynamically to implement DWC.
This flexibility allows also for tolerating permanently failed units by
means of isolation, thus reorganizing the core pairs for DWC purposes.
At a finer granularity, Aggarwal et al. (2007) proposed a modular
multi-core architecture where it is possible to execute applications
in DWC or TMR lock-step configuration. When a faulty component
is found (e.g. integer unit, cache bank, or memory controller) the
architecture can be reconfigured to isolate the failure thus remapping
the computations on another spare unit. It is worth mentioning another
work proposed by Gupta et al. (2008) where a resilient reconfigurable
multi-core architecture is proposed; the architecture is designed as a
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Table 5.7: Online fault management

Error detection

Timing error
Mahmood and McCluskey (1988)

Error recovery

Checkpointing
Chen et al. (2007),
Bolchini et al. (2013a)

Fault diagnosis

Localization

Bolchini et al. (2013a)

Fault recovery

Isolation
Bolchini et al. (2013a),
Chou and Marculescu (2011),
Chou and Marculescu (2011)

Error value
Mukherjee et al. (2002),
Smolens et al. (2006),
Wells et al. (2009)
Mitigation/masking
Shye et al. (2009),
Vargas et al. (2018),
Subasi et al. (2017),
Bolchini et al. (2013a)
Localization+type
Hari et al. (2009),
Apostolakis et al. (2009),
Skitsas et al. (2018),
Skitsas et al. (2016),
Haghbayan et al. (2016b)
Reconfiguration
Aggarwal et al. (2007),
Gupta et al. (2008),
Psarakis et al. (2014)

reconfigurable network of replicated processor pipeline stages. In case
a pipeline stage is affected by a fault, the architecture is reconfigured
in order to isolate the faulty stage and replace it with the equivalent
element of any other pipeline. Again, permanent faults will cause a
progressive degradation of performance. Moreover such finer grained
reconfiguration requires a specific network for interconnecting pipeline
stages of all the cores within the architecture. Finally, this componentbased isolation strategy is also employed by Tzilis et al. (2016); they
proposed a mapping approach exploiting a sort of health table to collect
for each core in the many-core architecture which are the healthy
components and the failed ones. Thus, an application, or a task, can be
mapped on a given core only if this last one provides all components
required for the execution. As an example, a task requiring floating point
operations can be performed only on cores where the FPU is healthy.
The advantage of this approach with respect to the previous two is
that there is no need of specific hardware mechanisms to implement
component isolation and core reconfiguration.
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A last type of approach performing fault recovery specifically targeted to Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) devices is proposed
by Psarakis et al. (2014). The authors consider a self-healing processor system implemented on FPGA devices. In this scenario soft errors
affecting the configuration memory present a permanent effect. Thus,
the processor is capable of identifying possible faults affecting the configuration memory by means of hardware-based detection mechanisms;
such mechanisms trigger the execution of a specific software routine
performing a reconfiguration of the faulty region in order to restore the
correct hardware functionality.

5.4

Summary

We presented run-time resource management techniques aimed at handling reliability issues. In particular, we have discussed three different
issues that are: (1) lifetime management, (2) soft error susceptibility
management, and (3) online fault management. Most of the techniques
are aimed at steering the workload distribution, resource assignment
(mapping and/or scheduling) and architectural tuning (DVFS and similar knobs) to co-optimize reliability (aging, soft error susceptibility, and
fault management capabilities) and some other classical metrics, i.e.
performance and power consumption. The main difference among them
is the different working scenario each one of them considers (e.g. type
of architecture or workload, type of reliability issue, . . . ). Consequently,
the result is a large variety of run-time strategies each one tailored to
the specific peculiarities of the considered scenario.
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Quality of Service (QoS) is one of the primary metrics to qualitatively
evaluate the system’s efficiency in satisfying applications’ requirements.
With varying algorithmic models, user interaction, responsiveness, end
results, compute, storage, network and Input/Output (I/O) requirements, qualitative significance of resources vary among applications.
Thus different applications perceive different measurable system parameters as QoS. For instance, streaming applications consider per-input
latency to be significant, whereas batch applications consider per-input
throughput as a relevant QoS metric, rather than latency (Guo et al.,
2007b). On the other hand, enterprise applications consider guaranteed
resource allocation (infrastructure-as-a-service) itself as defining QoS
measure (Zhou et al., 2016). Examples of QoS metrics from widely
used latency, throughput, I/O and service centric application domains
are presented in Table 6.1. QoS remains one of the first order design
constraint in soft, hard and mixed criticality real-time systems, where
the notion of QoS corresponds to lower worst case execution time and
guarantees on meeting hard deadlines. Most of the techniques in the
context of real-time systems focus on individual jobs, schedulability
in presence on other concurrent jobs and arbitration among them to
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guarantee meeting deadlines (Burns and Davis, 2013). In the context
of this survey, we move the abstraction higher, focusing on user and
application specific QoS measures. As such, QoS metrics are typically
expressed at user/application level such that they can be translated
into system level parameters to measure levels of QoS being provided
and to scale resources to match specified QoS requirements (Herdrich
et al., 2016).
Table 6.1: Examples of QoS metrics
Application
Multimedia
Streaming
Data processing, analysis
Enterprise, business analytics,
SaaS, IaaS
Web search, financial analytics
Social media
User, service centric

QoS metrics
Frame rate (Hamers and Eeckhout, 2010)
Latency per input (Guo et al., 2007a)
Throughput (Yang et al., 2013)
Availability (Ranganathan and Jouppi, 2005)
Latency per query (Lo et al., 2014)
End user latency (Mars et al., 2011)
Responsiveness (Papazoglou and Georgakopoulos, 2003)

With diverse requirements of applications and a range of tunable
knobs to guarantee those requirements, on-chip support becomes necessary to guarantee QoS (Grot et al., 2011). However, run-time QoS
management becomes challenging with (i) variable workload characteristics and QoS requirements of applications, (ii) expression and translation
of user/application level QoS metrics into system level parameters, and
(iii) resource contention and arbitration among concurrent applications.
On-chip resource management to satisfy QoS requirements while meeting system objectives is further complicated with frequent conflicting
resource allocation decisions (Zhao et al., 2016). A widely used strategy
for QoS management is to translate input QoS metrics into system
parameters, monitor the system level metrics and decide on resource
allocation, such that they are scaled to satisfy specified QoS (Zhao et al.,
2016). QoS requirements among applications vary largely based on
• nature of computation - compute, memory and I/O intensity,
streaming inputs and batch processing
• nature of end result - numerical, perceptive, soft and hard realtime, and user-interaction
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Quality of Service
Quality-of-Service
Performance bound
Compute
Memory
Network and I/O
Accuracy bound
Static
Dynamic
Robust
Figure 6.1: Abstract classification QoS management

This leads to an abstract classification where QoS requirements are
often eventually performance-bound and/or accuracy-bound. Figure 6.1
shows a summary of techniques for on-chip QoS management. While
performance bound QoS metrics are met through allocating compute,
memory and network bandwidth resources, accuracy-bound QoS metrics
are guaranteed through quality monitoring and control. In the following
sub-sections, we present major underlying approaches and strategies
for QoS guarantees in the context of multi-core and many-core systems
running concurrent applications, enabled with user/application defined
QoS targets and system level QoS measures.
6.1

Performance bound QoS

Existing performance-bound strategies allocating and/or dynamically
scaling enough amount of platform resources viz., compute, memory,
network and I/O bandwidth to satisfy QoS requirements. Allocation
decisions, particularly running concurrent applications (and/or tasks
within an application) with diverse QoS requirements needs further
arbitration - to identify and alter applications’ priorities, for efficient
resource allocation and utilization. In this context, run-time resource
allocation policies can be majorly classified as elite, utilitarian and fair
- based on their dynamic prioritization criteria. Elite policies prioritize
applications with higher QoS requirements while utilitarian approaches
prioritize applications with efficient resource utilization. Both these
approaches allocate more/enough amount of resources for prioritized
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applications to guarantee QoS. Fair policies allocate resources equally
among all applications such that concurrent applications do not unfairly
suffer from prioritized applications. In the following sections, we present
QoS oriented resource management techniques based on allocating
compute, memory and network resources, which implicitly fall under
one of the aforementioned policy classes. An overview of different QoS
oriented resource allocation techniques are summarized in Table 6.2
6.1.1

Compute

We focus on techniques that allocate compute resources to meet QoS
requirements, including application to core assignment, larger Central
Processing Unit (CPU) time slices and higher voltage and frequency
levels. QoS management techniques rely on requirements expressed at
user/application level, allocate resources to match those requirements
and dynamically scale the resources (if needed) by monitoring run-time
performance metrics (Zhou et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2012). Typical
requirements include latency, throughput and guarantees on compute
infrastructure etc., while monitoring metrics include instructions-persecond and speed up. Combining a set of cores, memory and network
bandwidth into a compute infrastructure package and providing such
packages to applications as per their QoS requirements is a simple yet effective approach (Zhou et al., 2016). Specifically, enterprise applications
which consider guaranteed allocation of compute infrastructure itself as
a quality metric, referred to as infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS), benefit
from this approach (Zhou et al., 2016). While allocation decisions are
deterministic and expected QoS is guaranteed, it might lead to resource
over/under utilization under workloads with varied QoS requirements
- largely due to the enforced isolation among different applications.
This issue can be addressed by clustering applications with similar
requirements into a batch and allocating resources accordingly, avoiding
fragmentation i.e., under-utilized/interleaved compute resources (Lo
et al., 2014). A further optimized strategy is smart co-location of concurrent applications with diverse requirements at application mapping
and scheduling phases (Mars et al., 2011). This approach tries to find a
suitable combination of applications with diverse requirements which
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Table 6.2: QoS provisioning
Resource
Compute
Storage
Network and I/O

Allocate
More cores, higher parallelism,
heterogeneity,customized cores
Larger cache slices - capacity
Adaptive memory allocation - bandwidth
Customized interconnect architecture,
higher network and I/O bandwidth

Techniques
Application/thread mapping
task migration, scheduling
Cache partitioning, page coloring
proximity to memory mapping
Location aware mapping and adaptive
routing for I/O and network bandwidth

can fit into a batch, such that QoS requirements can be met while also
retaining efficient resource utilization (Yang et al., 2013).
Apart from the aforementioned approaches, another class of runtime techniques leverage heterogeneous architectures for QoS guarantees.
A combination of general purpose, asymmetric and specialized cores
within heterogeneous systems expose more options for executing - (i) concurrent applications with diverse requirements (Petrucci et al., 2015)
and analogously for (ii) concurrent tasks within an application (Joao
et al., 2012). QoS requirements of each application/task are identified by translating user/application level specifications. Based on these
metrics, run-time techniques choose execution units (among heterogeneous options available) that are more suitable for each application/task
such that QoS requirements are met (Li and Nahrstedt, 1999; Yang
et al., 2013). Dynamic adaptation and resource scaling decisions are
made by monitoring system level performance metrics such as speed
up, instructions-per-second etc. (Herdrich et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2012;
Zhang et al., 2014). These techniques are particularly beneficial for concurrent workloads with diverse requirements, where run-time decisions
can match each application/task’s QoS requirements appropriately with
available heterogeneous options - satisfying QoS demands with efficient
resource utilization (Delimitrou and Kozyrakis, 2013; Lo et al., 2014).
6.1.2

Memory

Contention for lower levels of cache and With compute-memory performance gap, allocating larger cache slices and higher memory bandwidth
significantly enhances performance bound QoS metrics (Sung et al.,
2017). Concurrent applications with diverse memory access patterns,
compute-memory phases and intensities and cache utilization is a major
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reason for application slow down and QoS degradation (Tang et al.,
2011; Subramanian et al., 2015). Cache partitioning to provide either
larger or at least sufficient enough last level cache slices is a common
approach to meet QoS requirements of latency critical applications
(Kasture and Sanchez, 2014; Iyer et al., 2007). Identifying application/thread priority and scaling cache allocation accordingly, following
utilitarian principles is another strategy to improve overall throughput
metrics (Herdrich et al., 2016; Sharifi et al., 2011; Sung et al., 2017;
Guo et al., 2007a). Optimizing for memory controller proximity reduces
shared resource pressure further and provides predictable QoS guarantees (Beckmann et al., 2015; Subramanian et al., 2015). Allocating
higher memory bandwidth to applications that gain from such provisioning through smart paging is proposed in Ye et al. (2014); Zhang et al.
(2009); Cho and Jin (2006). Memory provisioning techniques typically
monitor low level resource utilization metrics such as cache miss rate,
memory access penalty, application progress and cache utilization factor
for dynamic prioritization (Guo et al., 2007b). While software defined
allocation decisions are embedded within operating system level scheduling policies, efficient dynamic cache and memory allocations decisions
require micro-architectural extensions to identify and translate between
user/application defined QoS performance metrics and system level QoS
utilization metrics (Li et al., 2012, 2011; Herdrich et al., 2016).
6.1.3

Network and I/O

Allocating higher network and I/O bandwidth to prioritized applications can guarantee latency and throughput QoS requirements. Existing
techniques have used customized router architecture, virtual channels,
flow control and frame scheduling to provide higher network bandwidth
for dynamically identified priority applications. Classification of network into shared resource and non-shared resource clusters to allocate
non-QoS and QoS tasks respectively through novel router architecture
was proposed in Grot et al. (2011). Assigning each flow into frames
and intelligent scheduling globally synchronized frames to optimize for
latency is proposed in Lee et al. (2008). The same idea is extended
by Ouyang and Xie (2010) with a flexible local frame scheduling and
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preemptive flit reservation for more bandwidth for high priority applications. Distinguishing between latency and throughput sensitivity of
best effort (BE) and guaranteed throughput (GT) to optimize their
respective flow control is proposed by Diemer and Ernst (2010); Diemer
et al. (2010). While BE applications are prioritized by default, priority
is inverted to GT when BE applications have used enough buffer space
reflecting in a certain throughput guarantee. Assigning a fixed bandwidth to each flow and monitoring its bandwidth utilization to prioritize
and allocate network resources to utility frames is proposed in (Grot
et al., 2009b). A similar approach with hybrid fair and elite round robin
bandwidth allocation using weighed priorities is proposed in (Heißwolf
et al., 2012). Each of these techniques dynamically determine priority
of packets (originating from priority applications) and route them first,
while other low priority packets wait in the queue.
Table 6.3: Performance oriented QoS management techniques
Scheduling

Provisioning

Design spec.
Delimitrou and Kozyrakis (2013),
Lo et al. (2015),
Petrucci et al. (2015),
Shelepov et al. (2009),
Van Craeynest et al. (2013)
Compute

Wang and Martínez (2016),
Wang and Martínez (2015),
Zahedi and Lee (2014),
Saputra et al. (2002)

Robust
Koufaty et al. (2010),
Delimitrou and Kozyrakis (2014),
Saez et al. (2012)
Platform
Kasture and Sanchez (2014),
Beckmann et al. (2015),
Sanchez and Kozyrakis (2011),
Beckmann and Sanchez (2013),
Kim et al. (2004),
Cho and Jin (2006),
Zhang et al. (2009),
Ye et al. (2014)

Managing QoS through Co-scheduling: In addition to provisioning, spatial scheduling of concurrent applications and tasks within
an application to suitable cores can improve both per-application latency and per-chip throughput. Mars et al. (2011); Yang et al. (2013);
Zhao et al. (2016) have shown that contention for shared resources
of memory and functional units among concurrent applications is the
reason for application slow down due to interference. Mars et al. (2011);
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Subramanian et al. (2015) quantified the extent of QoS degradation of
certain workloads when run with other workloads to predict an estimate.
This can be used to intelligently schedule applications by co-locating
them such that QoS and utilization are met. Yang et al. (2013) extended
this principle into a monitor (bubble) and act (flux) phase. QoS of latency sensitive applications are observed in bubble phase for estimates
and during flux phase, batch applications are scaled down as per QoS
requirements met in bubble phase.
6.2

Accuracy bound QoS

Thus far, we have described QoS in terms of performance with an implicit
assumption that all computations are accurate. However, applications
from certain domains present tolerance to inaccurate computations, due
to their inherent error resilience. Applications such as multi-media processing, big data analytics, computer vision, machine learning, internetof-things etc., often deal with redundant, noisy analog data and rely
on iterative and probabilistic algorithms (Esmaeilzadeh, 2015; Nair,
2015). Such computation models and input data characteristics makes
these workloads tolerant to inaccurate results. Approximate computing
has emerged as another paradigm for performance and energy gains by
relaxing accuracy (Esmaeilzadeh et al., 2012a). Performance demands of
emerging workloads and energy efficiency of resource constrained computer systems can be addressed with approximate computing, leveraging
the inherent error resilience. Despite the performance and energy gains,
approximation requires disciplined tuning to guarantee an acceptable
quality of end result. In this section, we discuss various techniques that
exploit accuracy trade-offs in a disciplined and controlled fashion to
maximize performance and energy gains while striving for minimizing
quality loss. While the previous section provides a performance bound
perspective, this section presents strategies for accuracy bound QoS
which focus on quality of result.
Accuracy bound quality management requires strategies to enable
approximation, on top of which run-time systems for dynamic quality
management and control are deployed. Implementing approximation
requires interaction among all layers of the computing stack ranging
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from algorithms, programming languages, compilation, ISA extensions,
architecture through logic and devices. In the context of this survey, we
first present techniques to enable approximation, followed by different
run-time quality control approaches.
6.2.1

Enabling accuracy trade-offs

We present different techniques which realize approximation at runtime across the computing stack, split into two steps (1) identification
and expression of error resilient behavior and (2) exploiting the error
resilience through architecture and hardware implementation.
Identification and Expression There are a range of works which identify approximable regions of code (Carbin and Rinard, 2010; Rinard,
2006; Carbin et al., 2011; Kling et al., 2012) and express them through
programming language constructs (Misailovic et al., 2010; Sidiroglou
et al., 2011; Carbin et al., 2012, 2013; Rinard, 2007; Bornholt et al.,
2014) at a software level to realize approximate execution. Discarding a
sub set of non-critical tasks within an application to reduce the workload was proposed in Rinard (2006), and provided an acceptable end
result. Similarly, skipping some iterations over compute intensive and
bottle neck loops, loop perforation, for reduced number of computations
within acceptable quality loss was proposed by Misailovic et al. (2010)
and Carbin et al. (2011). Further, optimizing the Pareto-space for the
number of loops to be skipped to maximize performance and minimize
accuracy loss with rigorous off-line training inputs has been explored
by Sidiroglou et al. (2011), while Relax (Carbin et al., 2012) provides
formal constructs to identify and express loop and code perforation
and task skipping (Carbin et al., 2012). Although the identification and
expression of these techniques happens at design time, approximation is
realized at run-time, although without requiring on-chip management.
EnerJ proposes programming language constructs and compiler extensions for expressing error tolerant behavior of an application through
approximate data types (Sampson et al., 2011). The idea is to run the
specified instructions and corresponding data objects on approximate
hardware, realizing approximation at run-time. Samadi et al. (2013) and
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Samadi et al. (2014) provide dynamic compilation support to generate
approximate versions of compute intensive kernels to reduce workloads,
without tweaking the hardware.
Architectural and hardware implementation An identification, expression and translation mechanism similar to EnerJ was used by
Esmaeilzadeh et al. (2012a,b); St Amant et al. (2014); Moreau et al.
(2015), with implementation of approximate hardware being the major distinction among them. Truffle (Esmaeilzadeh et al., 2012a) uses
voltage over-scaling to realize distinct accurate and approximate versions of cores and provide Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) extensions
to support expression of approximation. Esmaeilzadeh et al. (2012b);
St Amant et al. (2014); Moreau et al. (2015) follow a similar approach
to Truffle infrastructure, however using neural functional units and
limited precision analog circuits to provide approximate functionality.
When a compiler pass indicates an error resilient region, approximate
hardware is invoked at run-time and the corresponding computational
block is implemented on the approximate hardware units. Neural network based Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) accelerators for
opportunistic approximation at run-time for diverse sets of machine
learning and multi-media applications were widely explored by Grigorian et al. (2015); Chen et al. (2014a); Du et al. (2015); Liu et al. (2015);
Chen et al. (2014c).
Apart from custom acceleration, traditional prediction and speculation techniques revised with relaxed prediction penalty were presented
by Thwaites et al. (2014) and San Miguel and Badr (2014). In both
cases, the idea is to exploit value locality of data to execute on predicted
data, avoiding fetching new data into the pipeline, using ISA extensions
to reflect approximate loads and stores. Full scale ISA extensions for
representing approximate instructions is presented by Venkataramani
et al. (2013), where each instruction has a quality bit that represent the
extent of hardware approximation. Flikker (Moscibroda and Zorn, 2011)
uses ISA extensions to represent critical and non-critical data and stores
them accordingly in accurate and approximate memory units using
variable refresh rates for Dynamic Random-Access Memory (DRAM).
Similar variable precision storage using hints from the instruction level
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were explored by Cui et al. (2014), Qiao et al. (2015) and Shoushtari
et al. (2015).
In summary, most of the architectural techniques follow the baseline
approach of expressing approximable regions or functional blocks, compilation and ISA extensions to support such expression and hardware
units including custom accelerators and storage units which are invoked
at run-time to execute on approximate hardware.
6.2.2

Accuracy bound QoS management

Reasoning for accuracy loss, guarantees on end results and error bounds,
and control on Quality of Result (QoR) becomes crucial for the viability
of approximation techniques. Existing works have largely focused on
approximation techniques alone and using profiling, calibration and
light weight checks for nominal quality control (Laurenzano et al., 2016).
In the context of QoS management, we focus on techniques that strive
for maintaining bounded error, guarantees and control on quality of
result. QoR of most of the deterministic applications largely depends on
input data. While hard guarantees can be provided only over pre-defined
input data and deterministic approximation, empirical and statistical
guarantees are sufficient for quality control, allowing efficient usage
of approximation (Moreau et al., 2017). We divide quality assurance
techniques into three categories viz., static - profiling, dynamic - calibration and robust - control and roll back. Table 6.4 shows a summarized
classification of QoS management techniques. In addition to the quality
control techniques, we also present techniques that exploit approximation to realize specific objectives such as power capping and meeting
performance guarantees. These techniques are detailed in the following
sections.

Static techniques Static techniques depend on profiling, where each
approximation technique is validated against a fixed, perhaps exhaustive,
set of inputs to derive empirical guarantees on error. While identification,
analysis and modeling of quality loss is static in nature, these techniques
employ the obtained heuristics dynamically. Approximation techniques
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typically identify error resilient regions of code such as critical sections
(Esmaeilzadeh et al., 2012b), forgiving computations (Samadi et al.,
2013), resilient data types (Sampson et al., 2011) within an application
as candidates for various types software approximations including loop
perforation (Sidiroglou et al., 2011), tiling (Samadi et al., 2013) and
hardware approximations such neural acceleration (Esmaeilzadeh et al.,
2012b) and relaxed functional units (Venkataramani et al., 2013). Static
techniques use profiling - executing candidate code blocks over (exhaustive) set of data inputs to extract average and worst case relative error
bounds (Samadi et al., 2013; Baek and Chilimbi, 2010; Sampson et al.,
2011). Static techniques are as effective as the input data coverage i.e.,
error bounds can be guaranteed for input sets that are pre-evaluated,
which can in turn be used at run-time for quality control.
Table 6.4: Managing accuracy as QoS

Parameter

Compute

Logic

Static
Wang et al. (2017b), Ho
et al. (2017), Li et al.
(2015), Mitra et al.
(2016), Carbin et al.
(2011), Carbin and
Rinard (2010),
Misailovic et al. (2010)
Gebregiorgis et al.
(2017), Bruestel and
Kumar (2017)

Dynamic and robust
Zhang et al. (2017),
Raha et al. (2015), Xu
et al. (2017), Park et al.
(2016), Tziantzioulis
et al. (2016), Sui et al.
(2016), Mahajan et al.
(2016)
Huang et al. (2012), Li
et al. (2015)

Dynamic techniques Dynamic quality control techniques use calibration - executing each candidate block of code over both accurate and
approximate methods to determine nature and extent of errors induced
at run-time (Esmaeilzadeh et al., 2012b; Sidiroglou et al., 2011). These
approaches then either rely on user-defined or application level accuracy
requirement targets to determine whether approximate execution is
within an acceptable quality range. Some techniques use the target
accuracy requirement as a feedback to explore accuracy-performance
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Pareto space to configure the extent of approximation (Sidiroglou et al.,
2011; Baek and Chilimbi, 2010). Dynamic techniques are efficient in providing empirical and/or statistical guarantees on quality, however they
require additional hardware/software overhead for continuous monitoring and execution of both accurate and approximate versions. Reducing
sampling rate of monitoring might ignore errors induced during the
un-sampled interval.
Robust techniques Robust quality control techniques monitor accuracy loss at run-time and further roll back to accurate execution in
case of errors induced beyond acceptable thresholds. Robust techniques
address the limitations of static techniques which can provide guarantees
only over tested inputs, and dynamic techniques which have overheads
and lesser coverage within sampled invocation. Robust techniques use
predictive, online learning, light weight checks and monitoring strategies to compute quality loss and predict the extent of quality loss for
subsequent inputs (Laurenzano et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017a). The
quality loss is compared against user defined accuracy requirements to
determine on either toning down aggressive approximation or selecting
a different type of approximation technique (Xu et al., 2017; Grigorian
et al., 2015). In case of unacceptable results, these approaches roll back
i.e., re-execute the candidate code blocks in accurate mode to cover for
the accuracy loss. Robust techniques include re-configuring the extent of
approximation (Wang et al., 2017a; Grigorian et al., 2015), re-generation
of the type of approximation used iteratively (Xu et al., 2017; Moreau
et al., 2017) and pro-actively (Sui et al., 2016; Laurenzano et al., 2016),
and roll back by re-executing the code block accurately (Khudia et al.,
2015; Mahajan et al., 2016).
Exploiting accuracy trade-offs While opportunistic approximation
is open-looped with the target of improving performance or energy
efficiency in general, some techniques have used approximation to realize
specific goals of maximizing performance within minimum energy and
loss of accuracy. Kanduri et al. (2016) have proposed approximation as
another knob for power management, to cover up for the performance
loss incurred in power capping techniques. They switch the mode of
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execution within an application from accurate to approximate and
vice-versa subject to system demands. A similar approach to meet
deadlines of applications with hard real-time constraints was proposed
by Tan et al. (2015). This can be extended in the context of both
multi-core and many-core systems running emerging workloads from
media processing domains and can be exploited opportunistically subject
to application requirements (El-Harouni et al., 2017; Palomino et al.,
2016). Particularly with battery operated mobile processors and resource
constrained systems, approximation can be used for efficient resource
allocation (Kanduri et al., 2018b).
6.3

Summary

We presented both performance-bound and accuracy-bound QoS management techniques. Most of these techniques rely on a wide range of
application and system level monitors to translate QoS requirements
into measurable parameters for dynamic provisioning. While specific
application domains and platforms have benefited from such monitoring
and resource allocation, QoS management has been confined to those
domains only. A more generalized approach to describe application/user
level QoS requirements and formal translation of such requirements
as system parameters can ensure wider coverage for QoS guaranteed
systems.
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7
Limitations of current approaches and recent
trends

As this survey witnesses, the body of work on specific resource management techniques is overwhelming. They cover all levels from devices,
circuits, to architecture, operating system and application. They address
a variety of optimization objectives for energy, performance, wear out,
lifetime, quality of service, and others. Many of them are certainly useful
and today there is probably no SoC as part of a product that does not
deploy dynamic resource management techniques. The energy efficiency
of modern smart phones could not even closely be achieved without
extensive resource management and server farms could not be cooled
if unused resources were not de-activated even if cooling was free of
charge.
Holistic approaches However, as this survey also illustrates, individual
techniques for pursuing isolated optimization goals can do only so much.
Managing the on-chip network, the Central Processing Unit (CPU)
cores, and the off-chip memory independently of each other leads to suboptimal solutions, and optimizing only for power without considering
temperature, lifetime, and quality of service does not live up to the
requirements in modern adaptive, resource constrained devices and
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systems. Rahmani et al. (2017b) use dynamic task mapping in a multicore platform as a case study to show that the pursuit of isolated
objectives leads to sub-optimal solutions that fail to meet a broader
range of goals. A performance driven task allocation algorithm, as
proposed by Haghbayan et al. (2015), results in dense mappings with
small areas of the chip heated up beyond safe temperature margins that
significantly shortens the system’s lifetime. On the other hand, a power
constraint driven allocation approach, as presented by Kanduri et al.
(2015), leads to lower than necessary performance and still compromises
lifetime. Finally, a lifetime maximizing task allocation approach, as
developed by Haghbayan et al. (2016a), sacrifices performance and
still cannot contain temperature peaks that lead to major temperature
dissipation challenges. Rahmani et al. (2017b) illustrate that all relevant
system objectives have to be considered and optimized simultaneously,
lest important performance targets are compromised.
They would be compromised unnecessarily because in most cases
there is sufficient slack and margin to meet multiple objectives at the
same time, if only the problem definition is broad enough and the set
of techniques is large enough. For that reason the broad set of resource
management techniques surveyed in the previous chapters are useful
when combined, integrated and selectively used by a system level goal
manager that can flexibly pursue the goal, or set of goals, that are most
critical at a specific time.
However, we observe that in some areas holistic approaches are more
popular than in others. Work focusing on Quality of Service (QoS), as
covered in Chapter 6, is typically rather single-minded. There are many
approaches that target specific objectives using specific resources, but
targeting power and performance at the same time, using all, or many,
resources is a rarity. Exceptions to this trend can be found in cross layer
approaches in Section 6.2.1.
On the other hand, power management approaches always consider
also performance objectives as illustrated by proposals for general
purpose processors (Rotem et al., 2012), mobile devices (Kadjo et al.,
2014), or game engines (Pathania et al., 2014). Most other works in
Chapter 4 also take at least performance objectives into account in
addition to power or energy.
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At the other end of the spectrum a large majority of approaches for
reliability, and in particular for lifetime management, may be considered
as holistic. Reliability is usually considered as a relevant but also an
additional metric. Thus, it is frequently co-optimized with performance
and power as shown in Table 5.5 for approaches managing lifetime. In
the same way, such approaches consider all the resources and try to act
on the vast majority of knobs they can access.
Adaptivity Most of the resource management techniques surveyed here
define the optimization objectives at design time and hard-code them in
hardware or software. While this approach is efficient for static embedded
systems with a predictable application load, it lacks flexibility when type
and load of applications vary and are unknown at design time, when the
system has to react to unforeseen changes in the environment, and when
the system has to cope with unexpected deterioration and anomalies in
its own behavior. In those cases preordained objectives are limitations,
and the ability to reformulate and re-prioritize objectives at run time
becomes a prerequisite for truly adaptive and autonomous systems. A
case in point studied by Hoffmann et al. (2012) are applications that
come with their own objectives with respect to power and performance
requirements. Each application registers its objective with the platform,
which in turn tries to meet these objectives. The platform is based on
the application heartbeats framework (Hoffmann et al., 2010), where the
platform interrupts the application at periodic events, called heartbeats,
to measure its performance and power consumption and to compare
them with the application’s objectives. Maggio et al. (2011) studied and
compared several decision strategies within the heartbeats framework
to meet best applications’ various objectives and requirements. The
strategies under study included optimization heuristics, control theory
based algorithms, and machine learning approaches. They found that
“for systems with a broad or unknown range of target applications,
adaptive control may provide the best general solution” (Maggio et al.,
2011).
Scalability On the other hand, in the context of resource management
for many-core systems, scalability is key as the resource manager needs
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to manage a complex system with a large number of cores. To address
scalability, there is growing interest towards modular resource management methods to offer scalable, autonomous, and coordinated resource
management in many-core systems. For instance, Rahmani et al. (2018)
recently presented SPECTR as a scalable resource management mechanism leveraging formal supervisory control theory (SCT) to combine
the strengths of classical control theory with state-of-the-art heuristic
approaches. SPECTR is a scalable and robust control architecture and a
systematic design flow for hierarchical control of many-core systems. It
leverages SCT techniques such as gain scheduling (Donyanavard et al.,
2018) to allow autonomy for individual controllers while facilitating
automatic synthesis of the high-level supervisory controller and its
property verification.
Wealth of sensory data and control knobs From the actuation point
of view, as more resource management techniques are integrated into
SoCs, knobs to control these techniques become available to architecture,
OS, or application levels. More control knobs and more sensory data
opens the path to more complex and dynamic resource management
strategies, a trend which is observable in the literature. A main challenge,
due to variability and large sensory data sets, is to make sense of the
data and predict future behavior. A number of recent works address
these challenges with machine learning approaches (Martinez and Ipek,
2009; Bitirgen et al., 2008; Tesauro and et.al., 2007; Tesauro et al., 2006;
Dutt et al., 2016; Wu and Louri, 2016; Singh and Rao, 2014; Blanton
et al., 2015). For instance, Blanton et al. (2015) propose to build-in the
capability for continuously learning key personality traits throughout
the lifetime of the system to identify faults, wear-outs and performance
deterioration, and Chen and Marculescu (2015b) use reinforcement
learning to dynamically allocate processing resources to application
threads.
Summary Based on current trends and the demand for adaptivity,
we expect novel solutions to emerge that collect a wealth of sensory
data, dynamically assess the meaning of these data, and make resource
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allocation decisions by considering objectives with dynamically varying priorities. Specifically, machine learning techniques have been a
promising trend for modeling the complexity of interaction among different on-chip resources and the corresponding effect on resource metrics
(Gupta et al., 2018). Further, these techniques have targeted beyond
the conventional fixed single and multi-objective allocation policies,
towards dynamically varying goals (Shamsa et al., 2018, 2019). On
this note, a general, hierarchical goal management scheme has recently
been sketched by Rahmani et al. (2017b) for multi-core platforms and
by Jantsch et al. (2018) for distributed IoT systems. However, many
elements of such a strategy are still missing such as
• a formalism to define objectives in a flexible way and independent of the control and optimization technique that pursue the
objectives;
• a reasonable hierarchy of goals that reflect the requirements of
applications and the structure and interdependence of all relevant
goals;
• strategies to dynamically rearranges the goal hierarchy and updates goal priorities.
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Conclusions

From the early 1990s, when the first papers on dynamic on-chip resource
management began to appear, the research on this topic has generated
a steady flow of publications as illustrated in Figure 8.1. Although this
review does not provide an exhaustive list of references, it shows the
attention that the field has received during the last three decades.
However, as discussed in the previous chapter, the field has matured
to the extent, that adding a new point technique that focuses on one
metric for one subsystem is of limited value. Instead, we anticipate
a new phase where progress is expected from holistic methods that
take the entire SoC into account and cover all relevant metrics from
performance to power to aging to Quality of Service (QoS). Already,
we can observe nascent attempts for generic and comprehensive goal
management that not only considers all metrics as part of the systems
goals but also allows for dynamic adaptation of those goals depending
on the evolving external situation and the internal state of the system.
As the application demand on more adaptive systems keeps increasing
we expect more holistic, dynamic management methods to be proposed
and studied. This in turn will encourage the development of new point
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Figure 8.1: Number of publications per year cited in this review.

techniques and reconsideration of previously studied techniques in the
light of such holistic methods.
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